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I.

is

INTRODUCTION

ThIscou'is4was

designed as pait of an experimenter program

in educalon leading to a master's degree for teachers and
ministrators living in.an isolated, rural area in Maine.

ad-

Class

meeting dates and times were scheduled to accommodate the dis7
tances being driven and to take advantage .of road bonditions,
as wInters are Severe.

1

The theoretical content of experiential education is relatively sparse and scattered.

the' fields of

Theke are parts of information-in

community education; career education, environ-.

mental education, -and wilderness prOgrams, bUttes'yet a reputable,pC4erent body. of knowledge has not been compiled.

-In copiling

this course guide] an attempt has been made to referenbe all ma-

terials and include allocourse notes and workshets, so that
others'can perhaps go farther.

4

Elementary aspects of-archaeology were used as, the content
frociwhich. to- study experiential educati

1,selectid because it is a"ditoipline that

-Archaeology was
1) most adults in

education are not familiar with, so new learning should'oCcur,
/23 lends itself' to both indoor and outdoor experiential =Ac

i

vites and 3) was new content for the instructor which made the
Course a stimulating experience to'do

The" field work was done

on-Campoberlo Island, but comparable field sites'can be found
anywhere.

Thiough

the distribution of this course guide it'is.

hoped,that others will be encouraged to document. and share their

experiential learning designs, so

that those of us working in

the "field" of experiential education can expand our knowledge
and increase pur,skills.

a

II.

COURSE' OUTLINE

Experiential Education as a Teiching Strategy
A.

Calendar:

September 12

9-3

On campus
Campobello Island - Roosevelt Home

September 18

5-8

On campus

9,-10:30

Campobello Island '- Interview Sites

11-3

Welshpool Schooron Island

Septebmer 25

5-4

Greenland Point (Can stay` overnight,
if desired)

September .26'

8:30-

September 11

September 19

'5 -8:30.

,Grgenland Point

Objectives:

derittandirg of experiential education
1, To develop an
'orvt.ical and practical study
1)
through
23 exposurd to the content area of archaelooqv.
'

2. To acquire irformation and experience in a varietof
experientially-oriented teaching strategies
3.. To learn the scientific method of inquiry

C.

Readings:

1. Article of own choosing on Archaeology
2. Rowe, Atarold, I,II "The Role of'Exterience in Education,"
Keynote Address, AEE, 1974'. Mimeograph from: Association
for Experiential-Education', PO Box 4625, Denver, _CO, 80204.
ience and Education. Mimmmillan Co, .
3. Dewey, John. E
(Available at UnivOrNY,
10022, 1031.
866 Third Ave.'
pity Bookstore.)
,' 4. Nufiield Mathematics ,Project. I Do and I Understand. John'
Wiley and Sons, Inc. 605 3rd Avertug, NY, NY, 10M, 1967,
p. 8-15..

S. Williamson, Jed. "Designing Experiential Curricula,"
.JoUrnal of Experiential Education, v II, 42 (Fall, 1979),

.

Sci5-13, "Organitation ,of Fieldwork", Using the Environment:
!aye and Means, Part- 4. MacDonild Education, 850 "7eh,Afe.,

NY, NY, 0019, 1975 p. 42-49.
Nesititt,. William.

"To

Simulate .or

'NOi. to Simulate," Intercom,

475, 218 E 19th Street, NY, NY; 10003 (Summer, 1974) p.

2 -11.

3

D.

Assignments:

.1. Complete readings

-

2. Develop criteria for comparing dkperiential activities
1

?

i dpi-

i.

-

i

f.

u

3. Develop 2 out-of-class experiential learning activities

4. Write up field notes from RooseVeltis Home and Ocein View
Lodge

,

,

41

1

1

5. Develop, implement, and document 2 in-classroom experiential
Learning activities
.

,

'

E., Grade Based On:

1. Partidipation in ciamexperiences
2. Completion of assignments
3. Test

.

:4. Project
F.

Desired Outcomes:

To have teachers use more experiential activities as the basis
for student learning.

t

a

;

I

4-

/

III.

I.

II.

III.
IV%

V.

VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

ASSIGNMENTS
Read archaeology article,Iand complete sheet

Read Rowe "The Role of Experience in Education"

Read Dewey and complete sheet
Read 41 Do, I Understand"

Organize and write field notes
Develop 2 out-of-class experiences
Read Williamson article
Read Nesbitt on Simulationi and skim catalog
Develop and implement 2 in-class experiential activities.

I

ADDITIONAL REFERENCE READINGS AND RESOURCES
10,000 Culver
1. Catal, Social Studies School Service,
City,
CA, 90210.
Blvd. pp Box 802, Dept. II? Culver
LipScience Experiments You Can Eat. J. B. 19105,
2.. Cobb, Vicki.
1 laa efohiaj PA,
pincott Co., .E. Washington Street, P
a
1972 @
"Tackling Problems: Using the Environ1. Collins, Margaret.
850 7th Avenue, NY, NY,
ment," Se 5-13, MacDonald Education,
10019, 1974 @ $5.95.
dition Game, The Kirk Game Company, Inc, PO Box 478,
4. E
t; MA, 02178, 1980 @ $12.00.
Be
5. Gibbons, MaurAce. "Eleusts: Te,Seeondari Sch001 Ideal,"
Phi Delteltaipan,'(Ohne, 1976) 655.460.
6. Hart, Dan, et.al. BeyoneYour Classroom: ,An'Outdoor
Activity Guide. Eliet Pratt Aspectuck RiVer Valley,.Out5door Education Center, Paper Mill Road/x-New Milford-cT

IV.

0

06776, 1972.

A StudentDoin Anthr
Centered Approach to Cultural Ant ropology. Harper and
Row Publishers, fo E. 53rd Street, NY, NY, 10022, 1976.
@ $10.95.
8. Interact All.-in-one Catalog, Interact (Learning Through
Involvementi, PO Box 991 G, Lakeside, CA, 92043.
9. Keeton, Morrfs T. et.al.,,,Experiential Learning: Ratidnale,
Characteristics, and Assessment. Jossey-Base Ine., 615
Montgoiery Street, an Francibbo, CA, 94111, 1976'@$15.O0(?)

7. Hnnter,o0avid, et. al.
,

rience-Based Learningl How to
10. McClure, Larry, et, 1,
Make the Community our C assroom, Northwest Regio al Eftcational Lab, 710 S.W. lnd Avenue, Portland, in, 91204, 1977
@ $9.95(?1
11. Pofell, Burce, Digging the Past: Archaeology in Y r Ownf'
Back rd, Addison-Wesley,Ppblishing Reading, MA, 01 67,
,

7

@

*

12. Schroeder, Ted., Social Science Prbjecteyou Can Do,
Hal?:, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ, ,07632, 1973 @ $5.95

rentice-

OF COURSE STRANDs

Weriential Education .$

Strailgies

archaidlOgy?
2.10!!ii Is archaeology?
3-.---Present knowledge of

1.

Autiogriph Bock

2.

inferjr9st

_---3-.--

I.

welt's Home

4. Outlipe of fief

4.

Oral History

S. Read artialif and review

S.

Brown Bag.,

6,

Dig Simulation

7.

ExpeditiortOame

fa--tUsign. I)
8,---ilationship

.Exp. Ed.

I

4

"48,

70. Read Howe "Role

8. Present knowledge_vi exp:

9. How is what done so far exp.ed7.
r

10. .Hotfare,activitiell alike.

11. Minilecture I

12. Write summary statements
13. Read Dewey and develop criteria
1

(Assign.

14. Read "I Do, I Understand" (Assig
IV)

.

How is field work Campobello
archaeology?
6. Develop field problem (mystery)
7. Field assignments!'

topic, role

8. Campobello: data gathering, organize data, write field notes
9. Findings five readings I & II
0. Findings on Rooseyelt

,

1TTliawetcielr-Orar-ihhrt°rYf-ktai,

chaeOlogy?

2. Review of scientific process

I

(Archaeology continued)

(Experiential Ed cation continued)

>

!

23. Interviews of people knew Roosevelts

24. Verfication of conc/usions from

O

Roosevelts home
25. Compaiinq 2 field experiences
26. Brainstorm ou' of class experiences
27. Develop 2- activities

-'

28. Read Williamson (Assign. vII)

,29. Review Roosevelteork
30. Barriers to Experiential

d.

31. 'Dig simulation -facts

12.'value of simulations.
33. Exiedition game:

0'

facts

,

'34._ Relationship td.exp. ed.

ie

635. Facts from Deweyit "I 60,-1-Understand"
.

36. Dewey:

Criteria for- judianctexp. activities

37.- Use Criteria judging 2 activities
38. List ideas for in -class activities.
check against criterist'shore
t9. Ouestion milking robot40. Active` involvement

11

ILAELAw--Cwaik.c___._ 7mA

2

VI.

LESSON PLANS
/:

FRIDAY, September 11th,
.11.1Whit's thiS flass about?

5:00

\
±

.

-Registration
-Course outline, expectations, objectives, grades;
.assignments
-Why archaeology.-

[

2. Who are we:

5:10

,- Autograph book-bn Machias folders (Append4x A)
...,.1

-Why did we do this?

3. Who am:I?
1- Pile of my stuff on table
.
-Infer from my stuff; list on board,4 verify at end
.-Why did we do this?

5:30

6:00

1

'
.

4. What is archaeology?
-What did we just do (in #31?
- From that can we say/get close to a defihition of
ing, collecting,
logy "The science of
arc
the past".ns
aterial
r
analyzin
what you
newsprint ",p
-In small group
archaeology).
know (your knurled
as 4 total group
-From yoUr.existing
field'of archaeol-let's develop an ov tview'nf
B) .
ogy (erganizing our facts) (Appe
estionablt
-Ate any of our .facts wrong; don't fit,
readin
-Jussignment'IiCheck out your outline notes
g
-duri
aspAct
of
archaeo
*any one article about any
.ational
Graphic)
.
On
the next weeE Probably :any
bibliographical
data
of
article,
back of sheet record:
new facts: wrong facts: surprises. .
periential Ed.
-Assignment II: Howe "ROle of
(Appendix E).
-Supper.
.

.

.

.

74 00

5. Where does archaeology fit? or What is experiential ed?
-New conteni,for most of us as adults (like kids
leerning-to read) only we'll be learning it through
.

.arilexperiential approach
-What coo you conjure up in your mind when >rou hear the
words experiential ed?
List on board (Appendix D)
-List what things have we done so far?
autograph book
my junk pile
group pooling of facts
organizing facts
.

13

(Friday, September 11th continued)
7:00 (continued)

- How are those activities (?) alike? What do they

What is experiential ed- about?

have in common?

.

(Appendix C)

- HOw is, what we've done so far experiential ed?

'4L-From this discussion write 3 summary statements:

"What is experiential ed plout?
- Take statements froth group.

9

8:00

- Assignment III Read Dewey and develop criteria
(Appendix F).
Assignment IV Read "I Do, I Understand" (Appendix G).
-

6. Our'Dig Tomorrow
- Tomorrow we go to Roosevelt's summer home:

How is

that archaeology?
- Using archaeology outlines What's the mystery/
questions?
-Generate_class list of questions, e.g.

p

What were the Roosevelts 14.1w?
"-Prioritize by voting on gdestior. f
most interest to total group. (Distribut
Field Packet,_,Appendix-41.0__
-How do we organize to search our answe(by roles or by topic)?

14

10

Mee at CaMpo
SATURDAY; September 12
3:00 our time,- ':'0
AM:

Find-and collect d
sheets as needed,

12,100

110.

4:00 their time)

on topic using record

Lunch

PM: Organize/group data
Write field notes
Analyze data
Write brief report of conclusions
AL.
/
Trieldtfacket Sheets:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Purpose, Categories, Roles
Field Notes
Writing Up Field Notes
Thinking Levels

r
1

V

4,

15

Appendix H)

11

4

FRIDAY, September 18th
1. What happeirq,lastsesdion? (Review/Warm-up)
5:00
-Who are we?
-What is archaeology?
t-Ddihg an investigation, field work.
-Some on experiential education.
-Assignment - iead, archaeology; write firidings.
5:15

2. What did we get from readrxgs?
-Architeology-

°

-New facts

.

-Wtorig facts

-Definition of
-Surprises
-Collect sheets.
5:30

3./Findings'on "The Summer Life of Roosevelt".
-5 minute report on topic', Findings based on Facts,
Conclusrohs we can make.
-As &group
-Points of agreemerit/disagreementa- various perspectives.
-Ways-we could verify findings and conclusions (next
steps would be...). List.

615

Supper

6:30

4.- Doing Oral History (Amen x
-As a was to verify findings and concludions
-What dcrwe need information on?
-how do 'we do. it (interviewing)? Plass out.
.

-Organizing for Ocean VieveLodge (Nursing Home).
-Why do this? How does this...
-further our understanding of
"archaeology"?,

-further our understanding of
"experiential ed"?
.

7:30

5. Review the process Brown Bag.

=What's theiwstery/question? "What's in. the Bag?"
Some guesses about What's in the bag - hypothesis.
-If the bag is sealed how do We search for the answer:,
-Do them:
.-Findings.
-Coh'clusion:

Answer to,"What's in the Bag?" based- on

findings.
-Verify: 'dpen bag to prove.
8:00

6.

Tomorrow at Campobello.

12

SATURDAY, September 19th

9:00 (10:00 on Wand) (Nursing-4ine or other
interview sites)
9:00

1.
2.
3.
4.

Introductions
Findings places
InterViewing
Good-byes
.

.

11400

Welshpool School on Island

'.(lunch)
lunch)

-Malys* data in small groups.
-Findings andConclunions verified in large gro4p.
-Next steps iftwere.to go on OR "What can we do now
with all this information?*
-To dolls with students.
-Value of this technique..
-to you.
-to kids.
"-to community.

-

12:00

Lunch

12:30

Experiential Education Out of thi Classroom".
-What we've done: Roosevelt's Home and Nursing Home.
-How were these 2 experiences the SAME /DIFFERENT from'
field trips* as you know them.
-List on boaid
planning, fodus tasks, groupings,
follow-up.
-Goods and Bads of these two experiences

-List
-

"-Canlkbis list be .titled "The advantages/disadVantagt
"
of experiential education"?
out of class,-Only one type Of experiential ed.
rooms (in classroom experiential ed. nexesession)7
-Brainstorms out of classroom experiences that could-be
.
done
-List sin board and copy (add purpose to each expe*ier
.

From this list plus other ideat:.you_havt
'design 2 outlofIrclassroom experiences you_cbUld-60-0
your class that relates to content you presentiv. teat

Assignment VI-:

(opmma# J).

reading **Designing Experir
Assignment VII: Pass out
entialCurricula" by Wilie:04ton (Appendix1C).

AssignMent VIII:,_Read Nesbitt on "Simulations" and skit
--catalog (Appendix L).
NOtes Collect "all findings - conclusions on "Summer Li!
of Roosevelt" plus tapes, plus class work sheets._.
May go farther and 6evelop a prodpct depending on result
discussion and "condition" of data....
of

13

.'

r.

FRIDAY, September 25th
5100

*Greenland -Point - overnight"

Pass back Archie° logy readings assignment
1. Closing on "Rooteveiltn.
--Review decisions
-;Close On techni4upsAknd value-of.

last meeting and see if still hold.

2. Their Oub-of-Ciats,Experiential Ed. Assignment
terriers from- gam.
-1Devilop Waysi to resolve..'.
-break into 'group on each barrier
appropriate.
solutiontitiCtiatal.lroup.
-Feelings about = doing the.

if

=

I

-

1 41arda/easys.

-HOPI 11,tededihow to get.

-Ccillect and will return.

Moving on to In-Classrdom-Experiential .fd.
--04-1/mulations (Appendix'M) .

-Read pg.'1, 2, 3 of instructor's guand \students guide. (Supper).

-DiscUssion

-Learning on "archaeology" from re

'we would *130* if we did. the in-

s pimulation, list;

ue of doing this simulation with
class
GoodifEads list of doing.
-Easys/Bards list of doing.
-Simulations you have clang/know about.

0

4..Expedition Game
,

p with 6 players.
tes.

rcerarchaeology.
experiential.ed.
-4WOL
(Can,continue gams that night.)

130

14

Irday,- September 26th Greenland Point

10

1. ExperientialEducationjoantinued)

-discussion in smell groUps on Learnings about
Experiential Education and record
-Pacts from Dew* reading.
--Pacts-from "I Do, I Understand" .read
.

- other-- things we know-about experient
education.
-Post sheets and mill around room reading.;

-Using Dewey criteria assignment,00mpare.lista in
_groups;
'%
compare with my list (Appendix 0) 1.
things t forgot on your sheets.--,

-Use group list of criteria judge'3 activities
(Appendix 0).

=

.

.

.

2. Ideas for Experiential Education in Classroom
-Do individually.'_
-Check against "Criteria".
-Around room share ONE idea.

. Structures for Experiential Education
-Review steps of inquiry process.
...Questioning as a strategy.

-Openended-questions or higher order
-Review questions from nureing ?

what questions got. lots-of data_ A
data-,==-=

-Review class. questions - or Asa
visit (wh;ch ones oPen/ologe44.--Reiiew questions -on Archaeology
Reuling.
- Questions which -- encourage students' exploration-*

ActIve-participatiOn.
-Identift-_key'words in questions (gerbil and you)
(Field= picket

--If=1Robetrarrived from Pluto ine-the'rbaponsibi
we-could about Pluto was yOUr-t
for
What questions - would you ask?
=minutes -list; select 2 best.

Write beet on board.
--Only have 30 minutes to interview.,-_
questions fret': list that would get m
information.

4hatwas our "experience" -- moving to "Ative4n4olvement" -- why did we do the Robot question
-What things (?) can yOu do in,classroom to get m
-Active involvement? Astudent-intereits, etc.)
-Project Guide piss out: Discus. project (Append

I

15

urday, 'September' 26th continued)

,t
Lunch

Wder out; of Chaa'

0

.

..,

-Go-back to.beginningiFof clasa...

-Ord., papers-and review pobitt as we order 'papers.
it all: review irate
and .
invo In
vemenpi strategies.

at

___

Oral

Archaeology (Operldix.p)

OnieS.ApaCe Teat -_1 hour alone

0

Use any materials yc

at your

science curriculum you have decided
an *experientially based* unit which M$44
the sail playground etc. Appendix
Collect Paters and Regrolip in Small Groups

0

-Share your activities and' objectives.

Talking Behind the Teacher's Back

0

-Me in chair back to them.
-What l =tight about-this class...
-Agrees/disagrees.
04.

University Evaluations

0
Ira

End

911

I

16

Content Ideas.
.

Poral 'Digging Past
p. 40 boxes and guess
p. 4-5 wastebasket
p.41
inary person
p. 132-

guessing. solutiors

unter an Foley, Doing Anthropology
observit
C.Ardnolgit

.writing

Mar

s

P. 18 Erica:

tudifes 1.n American_ History, vol

-.vs =Columbus (Who'' discovered Amertica?)

Ful

,r), Process;

-

using slides and reading (Ausiia)
using picture and reading (Bushman)

aential 'Education

"Ideal Secondary

School" Gibbons article

natute,of the learner/steps of the learningprocess
elaesroosi activities promoting interaction

levels

rof

intellectual development ,(MORE)

eh in May and lead info

Bloom
Piaget

a 2 week Expeilptial Program
adolescents with course participants teaching it)

s.

VIII
AliT/ENDIX0...._
(Tf

ti

AUTOGRAPH ROOK

Using, the inside of the folder get the following autographs
me next 15 minutes:

the signature of a left-handed person.

me signature of a person who-read

310

books last year._

[he signature of a person who has never been to Campobello Island.

Me/signature of 'the person who lives closest to yod.
the signature of a person whose birthday is the same mont as yours.

the signqure of,someone who has gone camping alone.
the signature of a Parson who has lived in Washington County all

as/her
the_Signature of.a person who has

earned another language.

the signature of el wenn-whose first name, could be' either male
Dr female.

%
,

the signature of a friend.
.

IL signature of someone who luma read a book by John Dewey.

the signature of a person who attended the Teachers Convention
Last year.-

the signature of someone who learned to v:pe a computer.

The signature of someone who has been on an expedition.
the signature of someone who has never chopped

se:

_

wbod

Appendix B

OUTLINE OF ARCHAEOLOGY

DEFINITION:

The science:0 finding, collecting, and analyzing the
-material remains from the past.

THE ,MYSTERY

0
A

THE SEARCH

A,THE SOLUTION

24

ASSIGNMENT`I

Bibliographic Data on Reading:

NEW FACTS

WRONG FACTS.

SURPRISES

NAME

Differences Between Experienttal
and Traditional, Darning

riwtory--bf Learning:

how learning takes place in

son

-

11rory

optional setof activities

Ins truttigaw

y "teacher" for bringing

abc,uf learning

(formation -Assimilation
C.

Experiential Learning

.receiving inforietion (usually lecture'
oilboar) about cOndimMcwittc-examples

t

carry out action (does something
inn a particular,situation and sea .
effects

asiimilMting and organizing' information

understanding effects,of what seen..-

to concept understood

.or done

lcdex-ipplication of concept
3.

determining general concepts from
particular action-

4.

aPply understanding in-new action

apply COnciOt (use/act)
I

dvantges.

Advantages

ort time

Less easily forgotten
Depends less,on'language
Intrinsic motivation (from action)

Easy to dci

Large-amOnnts of information

Usadvantages'

Disadvantages

rpepinds-heavily on language
(written-And spoken)
Incomplete ( understanding rarely
occurs)
Eitrinsic motivation (grades)

seton. Morris, et al.
SSOOMMOdt.

nue...consuming
Doni"t do well on written tests

Incomplete (ability to infer to
another situation.rare)
Harder to do

Experiential Learning:

Rationare, Characteristics. and

JosseY - Bass Inc. 615 Montgomery St., San,,Eraicisco, CA., 94111,
*

976, p. 49-61.
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Appendix D
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-
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Four Views of Experiential Education
-

John Dewey, 1938

(Problem- Oriented)

'Nit the conditions found in present experience should be used as sources of
%problems is a characteristic which differentiates education based upon exFor in the latter, problems were set
perience from traditional education.
from outside. foeetheless, growth depends upon the:presence of diffculty
to be overcome by the exercise Wintelligence. _Once more, it is part ,,of
the educator's responsibility to see equally to two things: First, that
the:problem grle out-of the'conditions of the experience being had in the
-present, and thEE it is withid the range of the capacity of,students; and,
such that it arouses in the learner an active quest
secondly, that/ it
: for information and for production df new ideas. The'new facts and new
-IdeSs:thus Obtained become the ground for further experiences in which
t
nett problems are presented.0
.

.

Northwest Regional Education Lab, 1977 (Community-Oriented)

Uperience-based:learning is a carefully structured seises of activities
*using community reiouice people'and their workp'ices to provide not only
the setting for sutdent (learning but also the content. Facilities and
_expertise that already exist in the community` are used to teach students
skills thzT witineed as adults-job-related skills as well as things
they must L...1, to function effectively as responsible citizens.
Exparience-bised learning asks students to take a more active role in
design/eta= carrying out their own education, gradually-moving away
from dependence on textbooks toward more independent learning from a
variety of resources.
go,

-Outward hound (Wilderness-Oriented)
They offer
the body as crag'es the mind in fit condition.
to:learn specific outdoor skills: they underscore
interdepsndence; and they provide a laboratory
botany, and geology.-

Wildfirpese.trips- form an important part of the curriculum.

physicatehallenee to keep
They offer an opportunity
.the need for teamwork and
for the study of ecology,

SO Stm.egien)for Experiential Learning:
This series provide, SO new, field-tested experiences in four major
categories: the get -aquainted,proceee, self- development, interpersonal
relatignships and sharing, and group dynamics. The activities focus on
eedback,
eirs individual topics as self-awareness, perception, identi
tion.
self-assessment. interactive communicatibri'dynamics, and value cla

2.7

Appendix F
Assignment 141.
I.

Read Experience and Education by

t Dewey, 138.

2; Develop a list of criteria for experiential activities.
In

(This list of criteria should allow you to compare two activities

andAudge which activity would be the most educationally worthy
of doing.)

lb Memory and practice

Wwn
ng and teaching
---

ribunon of Jean Piaget

Very frequently children Are asked to 'remember' such things
as number facie or computational ,tetfiniques. Sonie remarkable feats of memory have indeed been noted among primary

L.eseting and ;Noising

school children. Yet some 'children find it astonishingly
difficult to_remernber-certailv-thingirit is undeniable-that

do' children learn 7 There are numerous theories
:Wang the van 'pus aspects of - learning. All . these are
d di. research, sometimes with animals. sornetimes with
ken or even adults. Sometimes observations have been

some children leave softnol without being-absolutely certain
of their multiplication tables, and this in apiteof all the effoits
of the
encouragement. or threat; cajolery.

a -of- children or animals in natural situations. Other

reward, or purAhment have ea c.h failed to produce the desired
result.

itch has been carried out with individual children sr-with
lab in' specially contrived situations. All of it bee helped
irds the understanding of certain aspecisif the learning
en, but none at It can fully answer the question 'How do

Memo. if, although a useful tool, is'clearly fickle It seems to

e is clearly a relationship between learning and teaching,

gh. much learning takes- place without any teaching.

warily there can be teaching that does not lead to
Mg. Thesrelationship is sornetir .4 obscure, The idea of t
eche tends to complicate the situation it. could be
to imply that the teacher knows and the child does not
and so it is the task of the teacher to tell or otherwise
Jo him. Today it is recognised that a teacher has not so
a set task to perform as a role to play. An interpretation
is role will be outlined in later chapters.

e

,

ri teaching is seen as instruction then it is clear that it i3

Ocher who selects the topic (say long multiplication),
'nitrates the process in technique, possibly on a black& and endeavours to explain the topic at he go' long,
by MP- The art of teaching in this context Is dt
Jent
the use of the imagination in eppriaching the topic. the

operate at different levels, and with different degrees -of
permanence. lt is possible to remember a shopping
a
series of facts for an examination. When the shopping it'
done. the examination is completed, it it likely that the
memory will cease to hold those particular facts. It would
'seem probable that sustained memory is closely linked with
understanding, and that understanding indicates absorption
into the existing framework already built in the child's mind.
When teaching is seen as instruction then it will be necessary
for \ children to be given the opportunity of practising their
new skill. Children -are sometimes asked ,to work twenty
pieces of computation of a kind directly related to the example
used for the demonstration/explanation part of the lessort.
Undoubtedly, practice is necessary, but there is a significant

difference between practice that is mere repetition, and
practice that reinforces a conceptual experience. Demonstration-sexplanation -imemory-,preetice can be a successful
wiy of teaching a new skill, but to be valuable the skill must

be, both useful and used. Unfortunately children quite
frequently fail to notice probable applications of the skill,

Li step by step development and the skill-used in

When faced with a problem they might ask 'How do Voir do
it ?' or 'Is it a' long multiplication ?' It seems probable that

motion. Many teachers are remarkably 'killed in this

practice should- be seen as the reinforcing of something

yet none of them would claim complete success. There
ways some children who do not seem to understand or

recently absorbed into the conceptual framework.

et grasp' the issues involved or, having Seemingly
Wad, cannopapply their newfound skill and know-

-

Nuffield Mathematics Project, I DO, AND I NUNS
John Wiley Co.,1967.

xelffirigup of the basic frameworks of thought
-structures'. The- situations are riJay
tf *rout:0ton the research. clear instructions are
rtable testers'to deal with any kind of testi-tins&
'on; that the child might give.

This stage' extends over many years and it seems that
ability to discard all 'real materials and work abstractly on
emerges at around the Ne of eleven or twelve,. Thar;
however, no spectaculir qiumight change in approach but a
sequence of interim stage's.'

Ge;ieva and elsewhere has indicated that
as 'mental structures' are built up gradually
m be certain stages through which all children

.

_

.

* are enumerated. but only two will be men

&intuitive thinking
of concrete operations

4

For. example. wrnechildrert Of-,nume and ten years were
investigating the volume of certain'oontainers. They approached the problem in severaklifferrVerys. one of which
was to fill hollow home-made inch cubet With sand and pout
them into the containers. After much fithiWpoi.iring And'
counting they declared-'We needn't do thit.:erivitriore. All we
-'"
have to do is multiply the dimensions'
Such'a moment of enlightenment does not indicate that from'

indicates that children of about five years of
are
ge when they enter school in Britain
thinking intuiti4ly. that things are what they
they are. If a thing seems biggerit is bigger.

working in quite different fields have described
mil the borderline betWeen fantasy and reality.
the slow growth of the fantasy/reality adjustineva research has shown the stow growth. and
Brim stages that exist, as the child passes from

intuitive thinking to the. stage of concrete
;-`

kaith of different experiences the child is enabled

the 'invariance', of such things as number,

tlien onwards the child will be able to cope with ,for
operations' (the term Nagel used for the abstract solutioko. f
problems) but that he is entering the significant transitiOiar
stage. Any attempt to hurry children thr2ugh this stage '61
development is liable to lead to a serious loss of confidence. =
They will discard real materials themselves at the appropriate
moment, as the above example indicates, and eventually,
when faced with a problem, will ignore all'avallable materials
and approach it abstractly.
-34
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-__ order-

Thie t e11 ands great lull m4 to

h r.' It is so i
just to tell -the -chi whet to kokik- for yet the v
discovery is thereby misted.

widely -misthat the

in the
situation._ Even thekiri 1931; there

iwthiiiitement-O-Ood teachers
children seemed
learn most throUgh 'doing'.
exciting devekipments
--notilgY- in the post- war years. Teachers

can be acqUired and facts

learning, and that when
ea' situations the process
as well as children. The

to indicate-that 016.6'106w of
schonts are-passing through-what he
-operations, that they are able to
_reel problems arising_from the-use of

widen*, produced by his 'team of
classroom discussing among:

to ttra

Juitdia_trunv dip] r

2

Probliunsz.i14

When Ofirnary school mathematics consisted largely of er_ Mi-

metic and was thought of only interms of knOwledge
acquired and facts to be stored the subject was froque
sub-divided into 'mental'. 'mechanical' and_ 'problems'. A
problem in this context meant a piece of mechanical arithmetic
disguised by the use of words. The disgUise was all Mb often
quite successful, and children found difficulty in unravelling,
the words and revealing the mechanical arithmetic. On other
occasions the disguise was thin and no 'problem', at all was
posed:

But a real 'problem involves far more than this, for it involves
bothithe Objective assessrr ?nt of a situation and the posi

of a question concerning it. Problem-provoking Situa
can arise or may be teachercontrived. This will be cons,
9.more fully in Chapter 6, The use of the environment'.

The solution of genuine probler;ts and the
involved are integral parts of living. This is par

f.alfikl 3 AVV4117114%17. ittiVi[ Ins vaiiimtur

encourage him to work towards a

s the posing of a question concerning a
t must be determined who it is who asks
Ef `whom. Formerly it was accepted that

It must be remembered that children's questic

varying needs. Sometimes the question is

natural curiosity. sometimes it reveals an emot
disturbed child will ask questions simply to gair
of the teachei. In recognising this need and
having a few moments' discussion with the chit
will be making a, significant contribution toward
stability.

who asked the questions in the classthe children ,righo supplied the answers
almost inevitably 'closed': there was no
cher already knew the answer. andPosed
a way .as to obtain the correct response

t are seven eighti ?' Correct response ;

Questions can arse from an organised group
6-year-olds had made a block graph concernii
days. They noticed, that the April column was hi
of any other month. After some discussion a 4
emerged. 'Are there always mare people born it
any'other month ?' To the children at first it see
was a 'closed' question. It could be am
'Yee or a 'No'. Their subsequent investigation
conclude, *Unless we could ask everyone in

triton
tly
disauision that
has gained from
So make some estimate of his progress.

I

k

d Wori: gOoseveles Summer-Home
-Campobello Island

To find (and celled) information from the material remains in
t

Abosevelt'i summer home, that tells us

4

:00 (10:00 Island time) at

ph sod TOOLS"
of Search

irtist

e.. ,recorders (registrar)

hotog7pher

1.

'tipper

Ibrarian

,g*

h.
1

snments

stt:

needed:
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Field Notes

The Search Oinding/Hunting}

(dritfacty,

.Location (where)

I

The Solution (Analysis)
Neeni4g)

Supporting Evidence-

a
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dispute
rate
set standards for
weigh
solve

decide
infer
conclude

t

re

'.-

select.

choose

rem:Wise
restate
systematise

slice

vary
formulate
minimise
connect
04

it 4:

.

r

differentiate
divide
isolate
order
separate
distinguish

.

subtract
associate
relate
pattern
group
arrange

,,b.

ON
use
demonstrate

a.

construct

worriment
el 2 ti
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se

give rmlationship
desaribe in own words
state in own words

inteOpet

" StRaardlo
remember
recall
se

list

dene,.
identify
nmme
s. list Ion itaktoks

state
describe
gather

A
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Appendix H
Writing Up Field Notes

a list of facts with evidence
2. -Categorise and grOup facts
b

3.

Sequence in eategories, if appropriate

4, Draw conclusions
S.

litite?up report

mui new
1.

Give all evidemee which supports finding (The more evidence the better).

2.

Daly sake otatements you ,can prove.

3.

le same no other facts contradict your findings.

A.

Nage conclusion* from groups of findings.

S.

Mete conclusion* tentative (probable, possibilities, likely that)

6.

Check.lyoisr perceptions with someone else to be sure no other conclusion/

.

la vivi.ppecific in descriptive detail
Noalsiumptioni are permissible, only observable facts.

It

Append ix

Science 5/13 Project, Using the Environment: Ways and *Means, Macdonald Educational,

MO Seventh Ave. NY,NY r6019, 1975

anisation of fieldwork at a distance
base

a

',trio much of children's scientific experience
ern the ages of five and thirteen,years will be'
ratcled with their questions and the different things

There will be certain conditions which will becomr/
increasingly limiting when the distance between t e
school and the study area increases, for example:

fMd,interesting=_wherever they happen to explore,
obvious that teachers must be prepared to adapt the

1. All members of the class must visit the site at the

motion of fieldwork to suit many situations.

same time. ,

know that children need some time for general. naissance when they begin to work beyond the
ROOM in order to discover what is there. Ways of
hising these earliest expeditions, so that time is
it pr posefully.yet.freedom to explore is not
load, have already been considered in the first
me of this book.

2. Time for reconnaissance and collection of data and
specimens may be rather short for places such is woods
or ponds that offer a bewildering amount of material.

we are concerned with the variety ofWu& investigations many children develop when
focus their attention on certain living things or
irial they find particularly interesting. Since they
I to do so many different things at different times,
studies are likely to flourish when the school day is
Wiled flexibly and free movement of children
10time""2

peen classrooms and outdoor places is possible.

_

N

3. Return visits to the site may not be possible.

In addition to these difficulties, planning ancrthe giving
of explanations to large groups out of doors are unlikely
to be effective. therefore some division of labour must
be organised before the children set out so that they
can reach the site knowing the jobs they have to tackle.
In this way there is a better chance of avoiding
haphazard collecting, superficiality and confusion Even
when organisation is more precise the emphasis Must
be on exploration. Planning a campaign need not
involve revealing what can better be discovered.

ken can also deal with different self-appointed
t in this informal way when sites close to residential
centres are used.

The teacher's role

erty,teses. however, places at a considerable
nee from school and with no residential
ion must be used if children are tosfevelop
oor studies to any extent.

During the month before the outdoor
expedition
Preliminary preparation

Visit the site for general reconnaissance and to find
out what investigations are Lee/ to prove profitable.
'I

ri schools are situated in_ very built-up districts this
00 unavoidable at an early stage; in other cases

With some experience will need to range
Skate Compare new places with those they

Gather data for checklists (if required).

Ascertain whit features a)* likely to cause problems.

iltfOilteolion ten be supplied by wardens
should GM mks personal
area, time do not know so that they cart think
inveetigetions in relation to the children they
10 WW1° the Site.

ti

41.

Make sure first-aid kit is in good 'condition (see page 84
for details of contents).

the landowner_ about access to the site (if

the day beim* the outdoor'

Sources: collect the OS maps. base map of Site.

ftht

400 a d Afftsoos bQoks.
Wean thesealds NO available at field centres they

10 b adapted for differ& problems or for use

Oren& widely

.

A

Chock that gro0130 hose collected thiequipment they
will require and have prepared jars> btlpa, etc, for
carrying back.living-material.

t-

abilities.

[ice contact with the helpersStudents. parents.

M

6. Discuss arrangements about safety. The children
should be told about keeping within the boundaries of
the site. They must also be told what to do if they
become separated from their group and instructed
about arrangements for the retell of groups. Give clear
instructions about the use of the whistle for these
purposes.

hipistrinio: give information to parents about the
.-`coat. suitabrit clothing, safety precautions.
about transport.

a'

S. Give chNdren guidance about suraahloi.cloihing :
rubber boots or strong shoes. thick socks. warm jumpfer
or pullover, windproof (adult. mackintoshellid hat,
.
alevste (in winter).

inders about travelling arringemenis, packed
lunch (if required); clothing and safety.

.

itritioe with the children
Wholti duel° set the scene i. nd consider
ns possible on the outdoor site.
children opportunities of volunteering foethe
work tfiey wish to tackle. Help uncertain children.

On *he °Sit*

.1: Establish a base on arrival. A parent ca help by .
keeping this under obeetvition..
ease
._

*cote tin* for group discussion and act as
Mare to these groups. This is a very vital part of
itheorise.

WI it children can consider the bast way of
Ma their time on the eite, that is set themselves .
'rtes can also list the equipment they must take
onstruct any home-madeepparatus they may
'Lieu, activity on the site is more likely if previous
of tackling the assignments have been worked

Kt and orgeoiskpractice in necessary techniques
Folgoo 50-54

r7.71
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4. Well **acid reciinneiesence for the purpose of

Small invertebrate

Wee*, Wunder* mein landmarks, *to.

Bird lift
Common Materials,

hence grOup work, circulate and act as consultant.
At Milk 111111470111 some additional work could be

Qive theeignal for groups to stop work and check

undertaken with edventage. for instance the study of

grasses in Ant end of fungi in woodland in the
autumn.

.clepertwe remind children to make sure that no
liquipsmot.91 Mar left on the aka.
.

istortils sehool

On some sites it may be appropriate for the children.
especially as they become mons exporiencad, to sham
the study of particular types of plants or animals.

*

if* the clilicion attend tit living malarial and return
olloironr/ to the dliht Pikes.

Surritsa
walkers

While foNowup work is in Pregress:
4'1. Act as consultant to groups by offering leading
lend critical cbmments.

Pond
animals

Those who
live on
plants
Free

swimmers

See that ociuipmant and raw material required or
aluihing,spacimens and making records are available.

Dwellers on
the bottom

2. Teach arty teahniques required for investigation or .
recontls.,for example, usdtg aim** keys and I, e
nick

4. Offer constructive criticism as group work is
pmemblid.

Wild mammals are elusive and therefore unlikely to be
suitable for study on single expeditions. Some of their
tracks (skulls. fur, footprints) may be found. end these,
.
will be worth collecting and recording

S. Chair the class meeting held to consider the work as
whole.

Division of labour

1.110r101,400ScOPS. preserving and Mounting specimens.

11.f.ricourage children to arrange an 'open' afternoon
for their pemnts.

Invostisstions or the outskior sits

.

.
-

Wien.chikiren have had some experience nearer home
they *Ail probably be Atli to suggest different fields of
investigation that must be undertaken in studying an

&et for eximtple :

Children can form themselves into small groups for
covering the investigations appropriate to the site
visited. In some places, for instinct) woodland, many jobs
can beuickled. Other placer:Li:110 as challeaowdlind in

July, will provide fewer
of specimensoNy
insects and flowering plantsbut in much wester'
abundance. Then it is better for more groups of children
to concentrate on a smaller number of investigations.
Valleys and lengths of hedgerow wall and-footpaths
have two sides, so that if the+ are studied class groups
must be dupliCated to obtainldata for comparisons.
The _following chart gives is 4sugl'i idea of thikdrsion of

_wow appropriate to diffentet study-areal.

41

Appendix 14

Galeria
description

Trees,. gad

ihtubs

Horliaceous
plants

,

Small

Birds

i n verbs-

Matsrlais

braes
pound
rit w wOodlend

dPiOw
*sides of a footpath
S

V%

ilk gouslaid

V

Mk orlmoorlend

V

Wit or beg

V

rid

.

V

V

S

V

V

piseints I group of children

on rocky seeshore It nos b. better to
till groups to de& with plants (mil* seaweeds).
[animals and materials in different Milt

but usually the more uncertain children are willing to
make the groups fairly avers.

If a number of places are visited children should be
encouraged to undertake different investigations on
different occasions and so gain experience of odwido
range of things to be found in their surroundings.

wale children 4iould be allowed to select their
but gems should not consist of more

induals. This may entail somapenuesion,

&oi H

Group 2

T
Group 3

I

Group 4

1

Group

t

t
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Appendix 11

Ift

Method

sier7on_"__
Study WOO

Making a plan
of the site

.

with this task must be selected
nature of the site

11Peeelble gyrations
The slam and distances obtained by estimating,
tlecittg Or measuring.

Marking
significant
features on a

Z The shape of the land, 'whether it is level, uneven,
veldt holm or sloping.

base map
supplied by the
teacher

3 The slopes: their aspect (north, south, east or west)
and any change of levels.
The position of exposed, sheltered or shaded places.

Mapping by
use Of baseline
and offsets

Suitable for

I

Places where the
physical features are
regular in shape and
easily accessible for
measurement

Part ofhe
school -N.
grounds or a
local park

Places containing
much variety where
all pans may not be
easily accessible for
measurement

Woodland

Small irregularly
shaped areas where
all parts are easily
accessible

Piece of
waste
ground

S. Visible features of rocks and soils (quarries, flints,

Areas of

send, alluyitn, etc).

heaeand

0.. The rate of flow of any water.

Mapping with
the aid of a
string grid

7. Conspicuous features:

Very small
irregularly shaped

Rock pool

'areas

Small
patches of
ground
undergoing
colonisation

Arms of vegetation or water.
Limier obiectsfences, ditches, walls, footpaths.
Single landmarks--pylons, hollow tree, building.
IL Evidence of influences changing the area : grazing
enimals, hedging. coppicing, building, etc.
S. Features of soloist interest, like molehill the entrance
to a badger sett, "quitters eating place, lc.

addition-td wntten notes and sketches children could
use one of the ways of wowing information shown in
the table above right.

Dlinawing plants- -tries, ahruba and
kiirbassous plants

Example*

Constructing a
profile

Where levels change
conspicuously

Hedgerow
Seashore

specimens is reduced.

/On arrival at-the site members of plant group! should
I reconnoitre for a short time in order to select the trees
and other plants they intend to study.
1

.

After this, three types of activity are likely to prove
profitable.

11-4. Otto von to ask members of groups concerned
Orliblelents to limit their attention to three or four of
-most common species on the sits. In this way
that may arise from the number and veriety
be availed and the need to collect

as

Gathering data about the growing plant in
relation to its natural surroundings
Kate are some examples.

1. Habitat condition, (dry, wet, shady. exposed,

,

,
invesdpeted ter parts that have hew shed--leoves. leaf

skeletons, ea* leans, writ fruits, etc.
Specimens shedd be placed carefully in plastic bags for
transport to school, and if they are living, they should be
placed inwcter immediately cin arrival.
-V0110010-10-the numbers of a plant and its sem in

pre of the elet;_ how tarn* gives character
the way this May be effecting other
the vicinity Ow_ shading, climbing. etc).

-Whether k is being effected by animals of other,
146

details that ten only be Observed on
tome exempts.
Irew from a trunk end the height
eopeerenos of a plant, for instance the

IQssdeby, thitiboopktg habit of false brans
kineyeucide, etc .

°beaming moil Invertierate animali
hiembirs of this group may find they can deal more
efficiently with this topic by forming into pairs
In Volume 2 Part 1. pages 12-15,-various places where
small creatures can be found and appropriate methods
for collecting them have been listed. Pairs of tilildren can
distribute themselves among any such 'places in their
MO area and carry out searches for small creatures in
the ways atigaftled. Any tracks such as cast skins.
oholia, Me, should also be_Stgiaciat-

Find' ahould be placed car.fullInsp.clmen tubes or
small tine together with iomsoe phut or substrate
on which the animal as foundtssrv. as food. All

containers &pad bsliumbersd witch umber

rhallnattgeatent of a lief nips* or inflorescence.
Motions,* of a bracket fungus to a tree trunk or

spesiroonc for meortfistation and
intamehm stud r-on -mhos. to school
'blithe whole gram is sufficient.
NOW to be fadid will depend on the season of the
she objective ahooki be a collection as fully

of atria parts of the plant as possible.
.

.

Uprisotingahou'At be avoided.

recorded in the field notebook -together with the
creature's name (if known) and some descriptive
information about the place where it was found.

As they voilt children should also spend some of their
time quietly °heaving free animals and try to collect
information about some of the following thing, in their
field notebooks:
The visibility of the animal in relation to
surroundings.
Where It goes or comes to rest.
Its ictionehow it moves, whether it is feeding, carrying
something, or making sounds.
Any ways in whit* it may be affecting other things.

S.

Woes Illustrating the following principles are
valuable:
rime. etc, of similar parts.

SLIM of growth.
ground wounu gaming plants should be carefully

Before leaving-the site there IMould be consultation
between members of the group to make sure that
creatures to be retained for further stud if in school are
varied. Surplus specimens shoulithen be released.

As Soon as the children return to ichool they should
Ott* their creatures in permanent Pr temporary
accommodation, prepared beforehand, together with
supplies of food.
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the only resources that can be use(
a period. If the site is recent enaug
nefrhy might remember
gatliaed
inform
oral-hisetoiy arid can be valu
and adding w your understanding of tl

froth interviews with residents you can find out many
activities have-taken place at the site ov
-.

,die-yetir
_-

-hav_e accuired-in-the-huildingi and hi

the property and are there any weak

can old-house, store, or torY that you would tike
Is there an elderly person who has ll
It
Yeats Telephone this person and a' sk if You: mig
for -her about-the.siti that you are interested-in.
-ad of time._ Ask qUestions -like tiles
Prepare-so meAtiestions-

h in apearance over the years?
here?

ere thefpierared
WNW*

C1111

4Asnothi

ao

infetrinstitievis irnportonV but *IL
notteilistie "ouch- en it. History,
people-; and each person viewlita imitator*

or her own.experience. Wisist pound
ts, the distortion is eilled.prodite. PreiwAip in descriptions even when peOple are trying
accurate. tol t dg can see everything that
gtOund may disagree with
ts. in the end it is the artifacts
'final report: It is the
or her picture of the
excavated from the
elusions from- the data,
other sources. In this
documents Ind arcluieok)gical findingscompledparents but an Old site adds detail and color to

.
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ORAL HISTORY

STEPS OF THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

Centact the interviewee)

-

til?lelprogram" to the interviewee

interview outline-and questions
ce-With)the'tape recorder beforehand'
the interviewee of the 'appointment'

Set up the equipment
Begin the interview:

establish rapport
take=notes
close the interview

Send letter of thanks

Reference:

law,' Willa K.

the Local

American Association for State and Local History, 1400 8th Ave. South,
Nashville, TN 37203, 1971.

1
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WWI as or neenais, war yvit 9.1#
not perfect and he need eat woo?. he isn't stititOr.

your *orator et

It is unnecessary to practice funderiag a few gliktl,
tions; most &LA's are nervous enough to "do Mat

guide him along. It is not necessary to give him
the details of your greet-grandmother's trip -In a

-

naturally.
8. Don:t interrupt a good story because you have

covered wagon in or* to- got him to tell you

thought of a question, or because your narrator is
streying from the planned outlineN, if the informs.=
tion is pertinent, 'let him go on, bat- jot down your

about his grandfather's trip to California, Just say,
1 understand your grandfather came around the,
Horn to California. What did he tell you abos7t the

-1-1

R.

question on your notepad so you will remember

,

_

to ask it later.
9. If your narrator does stray into non-pertinent
'subjects (the most commeivproblems an to follow

2. Ask questions that require more of an answer
than "yes" or "no." Siert with "Why, How, Where,

What kind of. . . ." Instead of "Was Henry Miller
a good boss?" ask "What did .the cowhands think
o1 Henry Miller as a boss?"
3. Ask one question at a time. 'Sometimes inter-

some family member's children or to get into a
series of family medical problems), try to pull him
back as quickly as possible. "Before we move on.

:rd like to find out how the closing ofl the mine in
1898 affected your family's finances. Do you remumber that?",
10. It is often hard, for a narrator to describe
persons. An. easy way to.begin is to ask him to

viewers ask a series of questions all at once. Probably the narrator will answer only the first Or last

one. You will catch this kik of queitioning when
listen through the tope after the session and
you can-avoid it the next time.
4. Ask brief questions. We all know the irreprouilale speech-maker who, when questions are

describe the 'person's apoearance. From there, the
narrator is more likely to move into character
descliption.
II. InteMewing ;s one time when a negative ep.
proach is more-effeLtive than a positive one. Ask

called for at the end of a lecture, gets up and
a

asks a fivaminute. question. It is unlikely that the
nerfrator i5 solid that it takes more than a sentence
or two for hin: to understand the question.
5. Start with non-controversial questions; save
the debcate questions, if there an any, until you

about the negative aspects of a situation. For
exgetple, in asking about a person. do not begin
with a glowing description of him. '1-4now the
mayor was a very generous and wise person. Did
yciu find him ao?" Few narrators will quarrel with
a statement lilt. that ve though 'hey may have
found the mayor a disagreeable 'person. You will

have become better acquainted. A good -.lace
to begin is with the narrator's youth and back:
ground.

6: Don't let periods of silence fusion you. Give
your narrator a chalice to think o; what ha wants to

add before you hustle him along with the next
question. Relax, 'bite a few ,words on your notepad. The sure sign of a beginn'ng interviewer is
a tape where every brief pause signals the next

49
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sir
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get a more lively answer if you start out in the
negative. "Despite the mayor's reputation for good
workst I hear he was a very difficult man for his
immediate employees to get along with." If your
narrator admirdd the mayor greatly, he will spring
to his defense with an apt illustration of why your

question.

t'32

Saws, Villa, UM HISTORY FOR Tn.

LOCAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY,m

doericeo Asso;Letion for .5tate and Local History,1969.

Nashville, TN.
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Dea't tir t -tfse roc
mach bettor ie-soisits a li
materiel Thies-tii

you think mey bi

is much in.
used by liter
itIPPlood.
'taut narrator may be
what he saw.

accurately
when de-

&rig his interview ivith survivors of the Titanic.
"Ei4 .7 lady I intit4istorted had, left the sinking ship
in the last Rfolsoot. As 1 later found out from study-

ing the placement of the hfeleoets, no group of
lifeboats was in view of another and each lady,
probably was in the lest lifeboat ;'she could see
leaving the skip.",
.
14. On tactfully point out to your. narrator that
there is a dillies& account of what he is describ-

." or
thorn is. Start out "1 have, hears,
This
is
not
a
chilling.
to
his
have teed. . . ."
account, but rather an opportunity for him to bring
ing,

up further evidence to refute the opposing view,
or to isplain hew/ that view got established, or to
teinper whet he has already said., If done skillfully:
some of your best information can come from this
juitaposition of differing accounts.

IS. Try to avoid "off Wm record" information
when your narrator asks. you to turn off
the nOCOrant while he tells you a .good story. Ask
him to let you recorellhe whole thing and promise
the

constant,
do not
On some
1/41-!t

terlahthati
the recanJer
interrupts your_ mesh"
17. Interview' mitelly work out boiler if there is
no on* present swept the narrator ands interviower. -Sometimes two or mow narrators can be
successfully recordeck'bet usually each ore of them

would hive ,been bet*
Cto and-the Interview at a *sociable finis.
An hour end a half it probably maximum. First, you

must protect your narritor against over- fatigue:
second, you will be tired ern if hi isn't. Soma narrator tell you very fronkly,Wthey era-tired. or their
wives vat Olhorwisa, you must plead fatigui, another appointme nt, or no mons taps.
It Don't use the interview to show off your own
knowledge. vocabulary. cherns, or other abilities.
Good interviewers do, not skim only their intervisits do.

Appendix
o

Aseigasent

Name:

VI

k

Experiential Learning Activities
"Out-of Classroom"

Explpitin detail, two of your ide
learning activities"

for "out-of-claisroom experiential

that relate to content you presently ;each..

what the activity is
.

'who it s-fot
how" long it takes

purpose,
.

how it relates to present content

barriers to doing

4

ti

RIENTIAL
VILLIAMSON
can issue students, parents, community and school board in the design of
ed learning_ The euthordeacribes one sucihprograiii, The ML Cardigan .

N.

es of this

are eat to prtwide a
*sesame 'sem

ch omtaInswhat t
far allowing arse

experientially,
au
Mme strategies Ice, implementing
d and community-based CUTFICUIS eiithin a
chdol cort,ext.

are then (2) observed and reflected upon, end from these
reflections the learners (3) review the appropriateness oftheir actions and attitudes and postulate What changes
might tse dekrable in a similar problem solving situation.
Then, (4) lekmers are placed in a new problem solving
situation in Which to test any desirable changes::
Diagrammatically, this cycle can be represented as bi-

.

.

bws:'

rk,

Actions Consequences

pal elaternpts in every school district with
fte in tact can be found tenets upon
kiendat process is based. These goals bir
dna, psually dolma in this format:''

(n)

Concrete Experience

7

4

students with thelillb necessary for
h d changing world;
Wend hew to solve problems;
ilwitras with challenging and real

(4)

.

(2)

Observation.

Testing Coriceptsjn
New Context

Refiectio

mow
individual needs of students;

dittlt team how to communicate effeceich other;
student' for living in a _societx founded

Kra* plInciples.
ntlat for the purposes of this antic to list

tick sped** pester .ito!'dernioraaated
a bade doll WOK akticnigh they'must be
ugh the curricula. Keeping al of these goals

tale the framework for learning experien44Thiineste disk angight-week unit, or an

it, 01 the gearndi must be placed:. in a
on which calls for individual Or cooperative

redone and thrift attending cpnsequences
.a
ONION tenches at the Uniueisity

of 'New

)9ittionent of Education. He is ce.
'Live, Learn, and Teach program. whic his
unmet cowse in designing experienced
ed by a lull ytar internshiP, leading to an

dyne.

. (3)
Formulation of
Concepts and Generalization/

To toner this process in any school setting, certain preconditions are desirable. Generally, the faculty would view
the school building as primarily the place where steps two
and three-occur. The direct, concrete learning experiences

would take place as much outside of school as inside
School. Additionally, the faculty would view the role of the

teacher as being the problem poser rather than the pfoblem solver, as someone who establishes dear oblectives
which focus as much on What is happening, a' how. as
on content in short. thelescher is a process expert di v. ell
-as a subject matter expert. The concernis to heirleamets
'Thos &warn es a combination of idranakenlmon models ut vxpenvntte
by lama Cfklernan. of al In 'The Hopkins Game Ma'am CohclussIta from
Sewn Yeah of Mimi' -.Eclutimon Rettochers. August 1473. 41- rIVOP,

481 tabyanamonaiParrbofoty. Engiswood CW5 kJ Previte It,: 1474 the
kau..anws
efixindomfb *as dune by Ittrooly, aufafed In Ito Egantente
Nov York. Collo Boole.

:arallay Kan Lewin. In NW TAr,.q and $ ocial

!twos. Sea Yates How 1461.

%
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achieve a personal hgh standard of comprs henslon and

per4ption of their outside world and inward lives The
school curriculum would have an imphash cr. integrating
disciplines. and. thereby. for collaborative teaching- With
interdisciplinary units and a core of faculty working with one grade. or one group of students. the 45 or 50 minute
crass period could be shortened or lengthened. and class'

-Table A; A Checklist of Factors in Planning for
A Planning Format
Experiential Learning
I Theme of the plan
Rationale inclu -.ng overall purpose
Desired results
Cognitive
'Affective
Behavioral
It Resources and needs

,Ices coati vary according to need Learning situations
would siress involving students physically. mentally, and
socialist ar. direct. active experiences

Designing Fspeiiential 'nits
Whether one teacher wants to devote fifteen minutes a
wee:' to experiential learning or a team of teachers wants
to develop a ten- week-interdisciplinary unit using an-experiential apProaCh. the process fordesign and imple'mentadon is the same. The following three tat*s_are-illtistrallve
eprocont
ed in the Uwe. Learn and
of him this
Teach prograM. Table A, "A Checklist of Factors in PlanA Planning Format:* is a
ningfor Experiential
typical lesson planning format. white Table Bis a very
specific and detailed expansion of Step IV; "The Planning

Persoftriel
Materials arid geographic locations
Budget
III. Logistics
Dates and Places

Transportation
Emergency procedures
Permission/medical require rr
s
IV. Planning Process (See Tab'
for aetail )
V. Assessment procedures for student learning (consider
pre= and post-test/assessment)
VI Journal observations and conclusions

fa*

Process," from Table A Table C is but one method of
determining if a given unit meets the ceteria for experiential learning. In keeping with the goal of involving learners.
all three tables should be viewed as instruments to be used

by both teachers and studnts

Table B: This is a sample of how the Planning Process in Table A. Item IV, might appear for a beginning lesson on orienteenng

IV., PLANNING PROCESS

ACTIVITY: Orienteering

OVERALL PURPOSE: A growing sense of cornt3etence
dealing with the environment

DATE.
NAME

RESULTS
at the learner-centered teacher seeks
to 'accomplish Think in terms of affective
cognitive and behavioral growth

PROCESS
What actions the learner-centered teacher

-feduce potentiaLthreat
- remove mysterious aspects
-create-a sense of comfort ease
-gain attention of learners
-provide-sense of all learners becoming
involved
-provide initial success experience

1. 'Introduce activity by (10.15 min )
-Holding up grapefruit as representation of world
-Descnbe there poles and magnetic

1

1

ode &omit*. n of skit in reading'

corrp,..s setting compass dial

takes to achieve thc desired RESULTS
Consider also resources. logistics. and
budget

pole are located
-Describe characteristics of compass

while handing out ompass (one for

every fiei
-Break into small groups (4-5 each
gronpi
2 Go to point from which prearranged
sitings hate been made and
-Hate gr.'urrs together

-Hme their turn dial to

,end cite
icy Signet, anCoblect in distance

EVALUAT:'-iN
A% tl.tn . -'f the desired RE St LTS v.. re
!hi OVERALL
I, 0. much
attain.'

i

PURPtr..E a as achiee,i' klhieh teacher
hang, ti. a -hwy. the
acts. ms
desired RESULTS'

lave them turn dial to 20,t and do
ante

I;t:nuc

process until kar

have got it
Pacing and distance

i
4 Short cAurs

5 Larger clause
6 Post activity discussion

16 The Avenel cif Fxpc oontiof FdtratIon 'Foil 79
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PROCESS CHECK
What behaviors dunng the PROCESS' di
verify if the activity is succeeding or if any
adjustments in -ctions are needed
1

Are learners exhibiting ease understanding') (Look for relaxed facial expressions. physical proximity'. minimal

movement Listen for rviatedness
questions and conk ersation

2

-Are lePrners in small groups tk an
friends or strange&
-Are all individuals invoh.ed with task'
Are learners siting correctly'

Sample elan Experiential Class Assessment

able

Nasal
1, Iris class had the following experiential components (on a
scale of 1 to 101:
,

_

students actively involved -- physically
mentally
students actively involved
socially
students actively L volved
teachers actively involved
teachers set up problem

ton
other.

3 the students (on a scab- of 1 to 10)

_

(the num

has ranged from 12'5 to 1601 and their

pare for a week of investigation and exploration On and around a mountain in northern New Homp
shire The skills which the youngsters learn prior to the trip
include Ovate" testing. soils testing flora and fiuna identifi
cation mapping. orienteering, archeology. camping first
teachers

tion, and photography All o! these skills are taught

were well organised
_ _ were aware of students' .abilities
____ were aware of students' concerns
made good use of resources
made good use of time
communicated well with students
were enthuslasiic about what they were doing
did not get between the students and the learning situa-

_

six weeks of school, all eighth grade students

through actual field problems set up in the school. on
school grounds, and in the community Steps one. two

others

_

_

For the

aid weather observation and prediction' food prkpara-

2 The teacherston a scale of I to 10)
:

---* Apparid ix K _
an aid to posing and solving problems.

liked the lesson
-.mclerstood the lesson
ere fair to the teachers
cooperated with each other
learned something
other:

4 The things Hiked most about this class-

5 Something which could be improved
6. Something I did not like or which made me uncomfortable

ssible in a typical American
As an example of what is
public school, I will describe how an eight week interdisci-

plinary unit. the Mt. Cardigan Environmental Unit, emSizing a study of the natural environment has been
develciped over the past six years at the McKelvie Middle School in Bedford. New Hampshire As a supervisor c f
graduate interns In that school for the past several years,

and three of the experiential process are engaged in daily.
with step four presenting a real and immediate prospect in
mind From the first day of school, students work in grqups ,

of twelve with at least one adult in each group School

subjects such as pihyskal trims writing. and social
studies are integrated as a result of the kinds of problems
that must be solved thr nighout the unit.
By the time students embark on their trip to the mountain, they have encountered in a direct and personal manner the problems they will be solving in the new setting
Although the students are structured into activities such as
a beaver pond study, a plant succession observation, an
archeological dig irean old farm house cellar hole. and a
stream flow study, there is also an individual 'focus which
each student has chosen, and which will result in a culminating project synthesized during the final week. then
presented to parents and the communtty Such projects
have included making scale models of the 25 square mile
study area, picture displays. written and pictorial reconstruction of farm life 200 years ago. a video-tape production depicting the entire unit, flora and fauna guides fir the
area and a booklet designed to help other teachers and
students start such a unit All but a few students choose to
work on these piniects collaboratively Teachers and students assess whether learning goals have been met both
by the projects and the continuing work in he Field Study
Manual
It is hoped this brief sketch of a fairly complex unit will
give the reader one indicmion of the kind of expenential

approaches possible. In addition k the pre-conditions
stated at the end of the first section, some specific details

my first-hand experience has shown that the usual

need attention. These details are revealed through the

roadblocks and constraints, such as lack of money. community involvement. or support. can be surmounted.
In it3 current stage of development, the unit works in the

following interview, which Greg Knise-ley. a graduate student intern. conducted with the school pnncipal. Robert

Little

foilov.fin6 manner. During the late spring. ,parenti of

The science Curriculum Coordinator had the task of
reviewing and revising our science currkulum inr wars
ago i 1973) Ray Landry. and the other sk tem.,' t,a,:'her
Dick Janette. wanted to provide an exciting hart Is on'
experience fur the eighth grade class In a brainstorming
session during an eighth grade team planning perk J. the
teachers vuticeiwd the idea. if inkoknig stud. in, parents
and community leaders in developing an ir .list 1p:titan
unit of instruction. which has no: cum.: t.,t, nv.% :I a, thy
Mr Cardigan Environmental Unit Rai, al., :iv,,1%, .I tht
Assistant Superintendent Rod Manstiel,1 in the p4 'atm,
nom; stages and this proved to be an ii . .plant -'..p it.

seventh grade students and the students themselves are
given a presentation and description of the unit. This occurs at aril evening meeting, with teachers and adminis-

trators present and includes video-tape and slide presentations, a question and answer session, and

forma-

non handouts Over the summer. the eighth grade
teachers finish the current year's revision of the Field Study
Manual. which becomes the guide book for each student

throughout the unit This guide book contains a great
variety of problems to be solved, with considerable latitude
for each student to identify his or her ow n particular area of

gaining support for die idea During the ,s:i time r fia;..t.iti.

input from his peers used the vehicl of the summer

inquiry The manual is meant to serve as a puma, as a
guide to inquiry, is a means to record observations and as

Cur iculum Development Committee k. hate th, pt..gra:.:
come far enough along in its design that tug year so that it
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VMS induded as partelschooldistect policy Asprindpal. I
ditecled as nextp, keeling as l could Sowards the project
As Is the case in mint Innovative or new projects. one
perri reedy has to get turned on to an idea and then
develop the plan. in this case. Ray Landry wasthe person.
- to addition to the steps mentioned. he built an evaluation
model and kept the right people involved and informed

throughout

littpdcit in nis statement are some important factors
stunt'sl to the success of such a venture:
(1) The project began with a few dedicated teachers,
low.key to Owir appitach, and a principal,
but thorough in matters of an exploratory nature,
spending the time in and out of school to launch
the preilect.-tekeig careito involve all of the neces-

selY POO* -

(2) The teachers began with modest- step bY-step
expeeknents. At lint, the unit focused entirely on

science and 'math, find did not include all
-esachen in the eighth grade. Year by year, the
unit expended to Include the other subject areas.
The current level of comPlexity is a healthy indication of the support and Involvement of many
achiks in -the community and of agency participaLion.

among the essentials.
During my five year tenure, I have observed some posi-

tive changes in attitude and involvement on the part of
staff. and I believe this is attributable to the fact that the
teaming experience has been so obviously successful, as
determined both by &cademic achievement and hi) student and teacher attitude. At this point, not only are the
academic subject Matter teachers involved: the nurse, secretary. home economics teacher, rind physical education
teachers have joined the effort All staff have galvanized
in spite of obvious and expected differences in style and

around theiask of preparing for the week in
approach
the mountains. It is a time they enjoy, as do the students.
Although some of the students: feel that the Field Study
Manual is realty just another workbook to be completed.

most students tree it for what it Is

a guide to give

substance to their observations and diticoveries. The blend

of experiential and pencil /paper learning is achieved
through necessity and natural inquiry. This is not to say
that students can choose to do nothing. Rather, it is to say
that there are more options than might be found if they
were 'pursuing a curriculum in a more traditional manner.

During my five year tenure, I have observed some positive changes in attitudy and
involvement on the part of staff, and I believe this is attributable to the fact,that the
learning experience has been so obviously successful. as determined both by academic
3chieuement and by student and teacher attitude.

(31 The teachers' primary motive was to create an

interesting set of learning experiences from
which observable and measurable skills would
generate. Like their students, these teachers
have developed k keen sense of ownership of
the teaching materials and the teaming experiwhich is not a 'typical response when
ences
using prepared texts.
(4) Teachers ensured that lines of communication
remained open with all the people concerned
Written information to parents. presentations to
school board and community. slide and videotape documentations. student protects. parents'
meetings and continual program evaluations are

M Loh* Coo& Louisogwocntol Err/cook* Gros
Pollolud loOldiohflo Mido School Isdlonl. Now Hompohn.

how Athrowtiso

0

18 / The :LI! wriCe Of Foie

nt 1/21
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As to student-teacher relatiopships. it would be apparent
to an observer that a positive tone for the school year is
generated through the shared learning and living experiences.

it, is encouraging to see the mane schools which have
developed units of a similar scope The message which
comes through from each of them is that the development
of experiential approaches is limited only by temporary
constraints, most of which are within the people doing the
developing. As the network of teachers who are currently
able to use these approaches becomes more sophisticated

and as more articles on this topic are written. it is hoped
there will follow a substantive increase in the use of experiential curricula
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1.1M001111, 21li Sant 111th.' Street,

NY 10003, Summer, 1974

To Simulate or Not to Simulate
by *Nam A. Within
WHAT ARE SIMULATION GAMES?

People often loosely refer to the kind of games
k
Scene: A psychiatrist'sOftice
Cast: A social Studies teacher on a couch, and the

being used in social studies classrooms as "simula-

tions," or as "games." The most descriptive and
accurate term is to combine the, two wordssimulation games; this suggests both major characwell,
Doctor,
I'll
Teacher: "My teething isn't going too
'
teristics.
have to admit.. It isn't only that the kids aren't what
psychiatrist

they Used to bemaybe rut not either. They're bored, at
least in-my classic There's this teacher in ,the departmint who claims the kids are turned on in ha courses;
W games with them I mean literalbut then, he's
ly! They're called simulation games. Well, that's one
warm in with the kids; if you can't Raton, Jainism.
A week of my students asked me why we don't-play
and I said that we have moss important
itstnes Viand
things
**And frankly, Dockw, I'm a little scared about using
games. Pm afraid I might botch up the game and, lose
what respect I still have. And how would I handle
bunch of kids shouting and running around? How do
'you yet thembeek to work after-they've spent a week
playing games? What-sat I supposed to bea cruise' director or a history teacher with an M.A.and a helluva
lot to offer the kids? I know they have fun. but do they
really learn anything, except how to be shrewd strate-

Model of reality. First of all, such classroom
activities are similar to or simulate a situation,
event, or system in the real world,, either patkpresent, or ,projected. It help. to think of a sir ligation
as a' working model of reality. The real situation
cannot be brought into the claesroont; itis too big' and complicated, toofar away, o. =red in the post
or nay occur in the future. As in the case of a phys-

ical model, like a model airplane, a simulation

game usually reduces the situation to manageable ,
proportions and strips highly complex matters to
those essentials needed for certain learning objectives. For exainpli, thegame of Legislature does
not attempt to include all aspects of the American
legislative branch but chooses 'to focus upon the
process of logrolling. Other simalation games

gists and win? I'm not sure nu_ readytogiverup-yet."

have dealt with the Constitutional Convention
(1181), the Korean War (Dangerous Parallel),
managing a planet '(The Planet Management

Psychistriseliminm...."

Game), and life in a blackghetto (Ghetto).

Many teachers do have such doubts about using
simulation garnet but don't feel the need to go to
a psychiatrist Their doubts cannot simply be dismissed out of hand, as they too often are, by the
aficionados of simulation; Some fears are quite
realistic, at least for some teachers in some situations. There are, for example, classes which will
not take serious games seriously enough to make

Simulation, fames used in social studies els*

rooms always involve roreplaying by the students;

that is stits Vie the parts of people, whether

they be leaders' of nations, hustlers, parents, or inhabitants of a spaceship. They step into someone
else's shoes and become that Persort for a period of
time: Through negotiation, bargaining, decisionmaking, and other activities, depending upon the
simulation, the model comes to life and, it is hoped.
mirrors reality. The students, in their roles in the
simulated environment, may even hdve a gut-level
experience of what the real thing is like.
What has been said thus far could apply as well
to a mock Congress or a mock United Nations in

them work. Some teachers, do not feel comfortable
with games (thee may be ways for them to handle
this, as will be discussed later). And, some trainee

really don't teach very much while others might

reinforce undesirable attitudes.
But Game A is not Game B. One should no more
condemn simulatiofilrames as a genre, from a few
unsuccessful examples, than one should condemn

which students play roles and operate through a
model. Whitt is missing in such mock activities,
valuable as they are, is the game element. To de-

the use of movies as a teaching device because
some Movies are lemons. Moreover, it can also be
argued that a bad game (or movie) can be used to
good advantage as an object for sharpening students' critical skills. For example, a class might

fine a game precisely is diffiCult. To do so in the context of a simulation may be all but impossible. But
all games do involve some sort of contest or compe-

tition and many place the players in situations

undertake to redesign a bad game by changing the

that lead to conflict, including simulated violence
and war. In games of conflict, the players pursue
incompatible goals; that ii, one player's objectives
seemingly cannot be achieved without threatening
those of another. Goals are often, if not always,
some clearly dettirable resource, tangible or in-

values of what is exchanged among the partici.
pants, altering outcomes, changing rules, adding
rolesessentially trying to make the simulation
conform more to reality. Such a process can teach

a gnat deal, even if the revised game is still not
ompletely successful.

tangible, that is perceived to be in short supply

However, before considering the ' .merits and
dangers from their use in the classroom, we must
be sure that we have a clear idea of what we mean
by simulation games.

land, natural resources, money, prestige, etc. Such
a game stresses conflict between individuals and
between groups. The conflict may be "real"; that
2
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rived 'from what -the players do. in the emulation

about something which the parties need and
Is
want badly. lit the game of Crisis, for example,

game. Samuel Livingston and Clarice Stoll in
Elimination Games: An Introducticin for the
Social Studies Teacher state, "In a simulation

varksis hypothetical countries strive fora rare element, possession of which would mean unlimited
energy and a daninant position over those who

gems, the scoring system provides rewards which

depend on the results of the players' decisions.
These results and the accompanying reward are

did not get it. But the conflict can also* largely
"unreal," based on misperception. In the .Al ha
Crisis Getup, simulating the outbre of World

made to correspond as closely as possible to those
in the rearsituation." By the same token, failure of
players to adopt effective strategies should result

War I, countries may take actions vie ed by themse(ves as purely defensive but which re perceived
by others as threatening, and lea to countermeasures and an escalating situation.

.

in losses that are clearly conveyed by \the game
itself. 0"

There is a category of games where the outcome
is neither programmed nor determined. Whether
these are properly called simulation games or not
is a matter of how rigid one is about a quantified
outcome. In'these games the students discuss how
well they played and whether there was a :`win-

Rules and constraints. It should be stressed
that simulation games, as distinct from role-play
etenziees, require the players to operate within a
more limiting set of rules and constraints. A group

ner" or not. In the Alpha Crisis Game the stu-

asked to role-play a ghetto family living, on welfare
is givea an oPen-ended situation; they may, do almosterhittreier they like. In a simulation gams, the
roles amassigned, the model imposes limits to etchome the objectives may bad etailed,
sons restricted, resources or exchanges specified,

dente attempt to evaluate their own and others' ac-

tions Ind decisions in the light of the goals that
each country had determined "winter "Winning"

in such a game usually'means preventing a war in
which everyone would lose in the long run, but it is
up to the students to determine the criteria for successhl play. In Guns or Butter the teacher is cautioned against having the students adopt a zero-sum, winner-loser type of thinking since all may
impaeve their countries' positions through cooperation or all may lose through war.

and moons* clear, even quantified. However, bounteous scene kinds of rohoplay there may be conand a model, as in
straints, competition or as
the case of a model UN, it is not always easy to

make a precise distinction. It is accurate to say
that simulation grimes are more structured and
have more of a game quality than role-playing.

The teacher should not be God. The reason

Outcomes. There is a game quality in simulations for the social studies clabaroom but this
,

why it is important that a good simulation game
itself rewards play is that otherwise the teacher or
some other authority will too often be in the positkon of deciding outcomes-0 playing God. In a
well-designed simulation , game, the students
should feel that it is the system the game is trying
to replicate that produces the results. This is not to
say that the studen$ might not feel that the pun-

should be carefully distinguished from convention-

al parlor or gambling games in which the gain of
one party is the tem of another?-a zero-sum. Or, as
the Duchess said to Alice in Alice in Wonderland,

'The more there is of mine, the. less there is of
yours." Simulation games need not be cake-divid-

ing contests; -rather there is the possibility, at

ishments meted out by the game weekctuel and unusual and did not conform to reality, or that vii' se
was not properly rewarded. Indeed, one of the principal responsibilities of the students in the debriefing or follow-up is to criticize the game, perhaps
changing the outcomes. But it is far better that he
game rather than the teacher be put in the posi on
of meting out justice and injustice, and the fishes
and loaves of the real world.
The question of cause and effect was vividly exemplified in one play of Guns or Butter at a conference sponsored by the United Nations Association. Several pf the countries in the game were led
by strongly peace-minded people who chose to reveal their lack of armaments as au inducement for
other countries to follow suit. One of the two major
countries was controlled by a student who chose to
play like a Hitler, talking peace while building up
overwhelming military power. It attacked the exposed countries and was victorious. l' the debriefing, one of the leaders in the defeated couw nee vehemently asserted, "This game teaches wet% not

least, of cooperating for mutual advantage and for

enlarging the "cake" or the scarce resource. In
Guns or Butter, countries can and frequently do
get into an arms race, with accompanying suspi-

cion. -ear, and hostility; but they may also cooperate to limit or eliminate arms and build their
economies through trade agreements and common
market.. Or, all can lose by annihilating each other through nuclear war.
Some games do not involve players in conflict
but rather in a form of parallel.competition. One of
the first educational simulations developed, Life
Career, has teams of students vying with on another to advance the career of a fictitious person;
the team which provides "the most successful life"
for the person "wins." Similarly , in the Planet
Management Game, teams ce-Niete to see which
Clarion, controlone can beet manage the pi
ling population and pollu . ad providing for
economic development and adequate food.
A number of reputable game developers empha
desize the importance of having dear outcomes
s.
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dent so that it fits into his mental filing system
and makes sense .in_ relation to what he already

deb the Mitehiavellien aggreslior
Nachos reality."

knows. Third, the student Should be able to have
come active experience with the knowledge or with
the basic concepts. Finally, there should be a creative phase in which the student uses what he has
SIMULATION omits MIGHT
Learned to produce something new or different.
R MT STUDENTSAND ME
Simulation games, when properly used in the con. text of a social studies course, can contribute to
r
"me" first. Many teachers have
in all of these phases but especially the
as simulation game* results in a far teaming
experiential
and creative. They do invoIxe data,
resat unship between students 'WM
some
more
than
the model helps *Wise
Learning enhanced.
the course of the data in some others;
meaningful-way;
beteacher's role is changed to a fellow come actively involved in playing thestudents
model;
and
it a purveyor of information and

the experience of criticizing the game, *Thep'

the teacher who bores and scolds
is much about Mowing rides to

changing the values and outcomes, even writing a
new game, is creative.
Simulation games cs teach basic concepts and

u_ s seine problems with simulation

is merely a key rationale for their use in the
at, or those coming from out-. 'this
classroom.
you want students to understand the
barriers between teacher meaning' ofIfsocial
classes and how a. dominant
-join
criti!
group binds to behave, - Starlowar might be
ist that

worth many paps of reading or lectures. If you

went to get across- the concept of an 18th-century.
international system With fluid alliances, the fink

ers
games. But

part ofTheState System Exerciseia cpifteeffeclive.- If you want to teach the major elements in
foreign policy decision-making, Dangerous-Par«
allel can accomplish' this. in ways that more traditional approaches cannot. However, and it -cannot
be repeated often 'enough, learning does not stop
with the game; in a sense it really begins' as the
students reflect; in the debriefing, on _what has
happened and as they, use the poet- g
input of
More conventional sources to expand *n and re-

fa discussed

more open atmosphere has emerged

= through suctessful playing of
others.
students to view themselves
k WOW
always

They calt hold up a mirror to their
others' conduct More thspassionate
sr threat, than in "real life" outside
or example, a black girl, militantly
omit rights =cement, --me one Of
In
p Squares M'Starpower. As
en usiastically participated in demake it impossible for the less-forweriess groups tax rise out of their
Ni was asked .during the debriefing,
rs conduct differ from the White esm so 'much condemn?" she replied,
have to think about it."
rig of the Alpha Crisis Game, the
X (Austria-Hungary) acted very ag-

infOrce what they have learned.

Reward

untapped

abilities: Simulation

games alsolteach and reward certain skills and tal-

ents 'that are too often neglected, orit least not

measured, in ordinary classroom activities. Leadership, for example..can often come to the fore
from students who are not acadcatically success-

ful. One student, barely passing in most of his
courses, was outstanding as a leader in-playing
Guns or Butter. And, while still in high school,
ntually declaring we, against Al- - he became much in demand for demonstrating
bs. remit was an overpowering toads own country. Later, the leader Of

genies with students and at teacher-workshops in
Many localities. This leadership' talent played no

) said, "net was stupid!" The

small part in his later going on to college.

id not lose his temper but replied,
didn't see what would happen."

Again, lepending upon the game, students may
also learn something about planning ahead, altoeating resources, and adopting strategies to
achieve an objective, whether that be a desirable
career goal (Lire Career)'or a foreign polic# oh-

tive kerning. Games are particies; they teach experientially. But

means simply knee-jerk learning. It
place games in the framework of the
ing process outlined by Jack Fraen!oration (Nov. '731, First, there is an

',

jective (Inter - Nation Simulation). They can
learn to count costs in terms of benefits; and, as

they pktrsue goal's and recognize the need for meth-

ods of persuasion, they begin to value the shills of

ding, listening. seeing, and all the
dated with these. Second, the ination must be organized by the stu-

marshalling facts and arguments, public speaking, and negotiating. They also learn the impor
tame of doing the game "homiwork," following
6
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prepare for, run, and debrief. This means cutting

- *ethane, and listening to what is being said by
of

out some of the content of an.already squeezed cur-

--to beinattentive in a game can be costly.
Although games are often competitive, they can

riculuni, and for many teachers it might mean
short-changing some students who must take a

also be =mite* in cooperation. Leaders of a nation, ttmeride, may try to go it alert- only to
ves ousted by their fellow ministers.
find
Countries which try to go of in eelendid isolation
may find that they have no security or cannot improve their economic position. Or states which are
Live may find themselves in a war that

College Board Examination.of the material, covered. There is no denying that simulations require
time and that they reduce "coverage." In deciding
to use simulations toe teacher is often faced with a
difficult trade-off Of content for enhancing student
interest and teaching certain skills, concepts and
prOcesses, such as deci:non-making.

ve been-avoided by alliances or by helping
form an international organization.' Indeed, in international simulation games, cooperation is usually a built-in value that the students are not given
but must discover-.pr pay the penalty.
could

There are other practical obstacles to using simulations that need only be touted on here because
many are tot, specific to particular games. Ohe is
that simulations require changes in physical arrangements (chairs, tables, additiohal room; etc.)

and sometimes necessitate finding additional

paraphernalia (such es an adding m,: chine} -all
of which can be time-consuming and frustrating to
the already overworked teacher. Such objections

Motivate? The research on what games do is

inconclusive, ma* for particular games that

apply more to the exceptional game. Most chow

have been tested. One thing is certainstudents

room simulations, by definition, are deeligned to. fit

generally enjoy the experience and this is no small
achievement these days, as schools cope with bore -

into the usual echoed situation. Generally games

out. While not all students

do require movable furnituee, hardly an insurmountable problem these days; and while many

unique:. "Willi the game a person can get a better

will work in the ordinary-size classroom, a larger
area is preferablea school cafeteria, gymnasium,
or team-teaching room.

talking a lot of stuff you really wasn't interested in

cism is that games are all 'very well ,for the bright
students but not for the average or below Average.
An occasional teacher using games for slew learn-

dolt and
the way this one did after playing a
would
no means
Ambition game, the reaction is

understanding of the lesson than by the teacher
teaching it. With the games you understand what
was going on. And once you learned the rules of
the vme you could learn the facts better and faster. You didn't have a teacher standing over you

How about slow learners? Another criti-

and they weren't making interesting. With the
games you learned the work as well as having fun
in doing it." (From Livingston and Stoll, p.10.)

ers has been disappointed with the results although most have been enthusiastic., Data sug-

.

gests that the interest of low ability students is in-

creased by playing a simulation game but their
conceptual understanding (seeing analogies with
reality, for instance) is not improved, which is
QUESTIONS ABOUT SIMULATION GAMES

hardly surprising.

Simulation games are by no means a panacea
for what ails American education, nor will-they

How about underachievers? Dale Ferran in
her work with underachievers at the North Carolina Advancement School has played even world
but one arrow in the quiver of the social studies
teacher. They cannot become more thtin that. As , crises games "that challenged their intellect, that
one simulation expert has said, "The game itself \ taught them about the real world. They were involved, they were excited, they were having fun."
isn't the teacher, it's just an instrument the teachAgairtaeneralizations about success are risky, for
.
.
:
A
game
.
.
done.
er uses to get something
it all depends upon such factors as the game, the
something you can use with classroom materials
social and academic mix of students, the number
and arguments and standard teaching techniques,
in the class, the teacher, etc.
and get some teaching done in a somewhat differsolve in any significant way any serious shortcomings of a particular teacher or, student. Games are

1

ent mode, and keep people awake, but it isn't a curriculum, or instant intelligence in a box.:
.10

Are they practical? Some reasons why simulations are not used more than, they areand by
many teachers whaare favorably disposed toward
themmay be grouped under the word "practicality." For one thing, they' require too much time.
Many games will take a week or more of classes to

Do they transform people? Other criticisms
are of a broader nature and call into question

whether simulation games have any significant effect upon the cognitive and, especially, affective
domain; or, if there is an effect, whether it is posi-

tive. The test data on the effects of simulation is
incomplete and often contradictory, but it seems,
fair to say that playing a gime does not change
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students stronglyheld attitudes, beliefs, and feelings. They do not turn the aggressive personality

Append ix L

Are simulations too simplistic? One of the

.

most commonly heard criticisms of simulation
games is that students do not and obviously can

into the benign, the hawk into the dove, the
thoughtless into the empathetic, the irrational into

not experience the real consequences of their deci-

example, indicates that "players held more favorable opinions about poor people after playing the
game but that this effect of the game was temporary." (For the best, brief overview of research on
games, see Livingston and Stoll.) Garry Shirts, de-

or bleed. As Ralph Frick, Professor of Elementary
Education: at the University of Atlanta, writes in

the rationalalthosgh they may make a dent, at sions. After they have made mistakes or miscalculeast for the moment. Research with Ghetto, for lations in the game, they cannot go to jail, starve,

Teacher (Dec. '73): "The consequences of each decision are likely to receive no more than usual-attention, if any at all."
This criticism is a variant-of the often expressed

signer" of some of the best known simulation

view that games are at best a crude approxitha-

games, has succinctly given his impression of the
affective doMain: "It seems unreasonable to me to
expect that a two to ten-hour experience or even a
snits of such experiences would be able to change

tion, sometimes no more than a caricature of reality. It is claimed that students playing such roles
as leaders of nations and managers of planet" are
encouraged to think that problems are simplWend
can be solved by a speech, a treaty,. an instanta-

the selteoncept, personal values, and beliefs

which have pown out of one's many thoimands of
different Work experiences, personal encounters,
television shows, books, discussions, and se forth.
Psychiatrists have not been able to demonstrate
that they can make change* in a person's psyche

neous "deesion. ' Professor John Burton, of the

University of London has called -simulation
games downright dangerous, engendering a simplistic arrogance in the young.

Such arguments are well- intentioned and often
well-taken. It is passible to whip up a 'simulation,
like a cake mix, and play with simulated people.
like toys. Too often, serious games may be used for
a rainy day diversion or a change of pace with little or no surrounding material, critique, or postgame follow-up., But critics often exaggerate the
power of a gameto transform a student into a person harboring dangerous views of the world. They
also fail to realize that Most game designers are
not naive or irresponsible. They know that simula-

with hours or even years of intensive therapy.'
By the MUM token, of course, one should not take
too seriously, the fear that games, of -themselves,

will produce undesirable behavior One student

said that nothing was learned by playing, an

economics game "except how to swindle people."
It is fair to assume that playing the game will not

turn this student from a presumably honest person into a swindler.

tion games must be debriefed thoroughly; the

Do games teach factual content? There is

game alone is not enough. To paraphrase Socrates'
famous comment on life, the unexamined game is
not worth playing.

sometvidence that games, at least.those tested, do
not tach-facts as well as other methods of teaching. Indeed, games that require students to amass
great amount of information can result in students being as turned off by the gamejas by reading materials, especially if their-expectations were
for some fun in playing a game. However, students

DEBRIEFING

do need certain information for playing almost

4

any tame and that necessity may be the mother of
learning as much as of invention. But, there is also
evidence that students are not motivated to plunge
into fact-oriented materials after playing a game,
even if the experience was enjoyable. This depends
upon the students, the teacher, the game, and the

.

kind of materials and approaches that the game
leads into.

Some simulation games serve as a sanction to
players for letting off steam. If enough students
have aggressive feelings to vent, this can lead to
self examination and even peer group disapproval.

Hut the experience can also turn into a brawl in
which serious learning is impossible. A class that
is incapable ofplaying seriously, with reasonable
constraint and according to rules. may not benefit

A simulation game is usually an exciting experience. Students have been caught up in a situation, a slice of life. For a period of time the classroom was transforthed into a stage on which they
were actors in a life-like drama Frequently, the
players had to respond to a crisis that required
negotiations and decisions made under the pressure of time. They may have misperceived the intentions of other teams, taken gut-level actions,
and experienced results that frustrated strategies
and goals. The debriefing is a time when the students come together after the last round, to mull
over the game calmly, to try to determine what it
meant, and to milk it for its significance

ulate resentments felt by the group; Starpower,

What happened? The debriefing can be divided into several phases. First. students and

resulted in students refusing to play and even in
fist fights\

the game: this may not be easy to determine. Sometimes it is useful to have every student keep a daily

from simulation. Similarly, some games may stim-

teacher may consider what actually happened in

when played With deprived minority students, has

8
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Attune may seem to be saying that war under any

'diary to aid aleatory. Teams may need tainform
each ollfer of what they did in secret meetings and

circumstances is wrong. Or that an increasing

Which did net work? Were risks taken that had, or
might have had, serious results? They might want
to take up the cause-and effect relationships in the
What -were the causes of particular results?

take roles or actions that were. contrary to cherished values. The teacher needs to Help such feelings surface and then have them discussed fully,
perhaps asking such questions as: Did you really
have to-violate what you think is imprrtaut or
'right? What would have happened in the game if
you had done what you wanted to dot' Would the

Gross National Product is always a positive value.
Also, students may feel that they were obliged to

why. he teacher might have to ferret out turning
points of the game that may nokhave been evident
to participants. The students may need to discuss
such questions as: What. strategies seemed to be
most effective in the light of their own goals?

many
Ingame:

outcome have been negative? Would this be true in
the real world?

games, "winners" and the criteria for

"winning" mustbt determined. Was "winning" so
costly as tog")e of questionable' value? Were there,
in fact, no "winners"? Was the game ene in which

Rewriting the game. At least for some
everyone could "win"? Or was it a zero-sum kind of
al part of the debriefgame in which the gain of one seam was the loss of _dames of able students a
ing might raise questions bout how the game
another?
could be c raged. -How c d the game be made
? If the pm ties.or rewards were inmore
creased, ,what would happen? What if the re-

The "reality gap." A second phase of debriefiicinvolves determining the extent to which the

sources available to the teams were alt "red? What

if some new element were introduced into the

game mirrored reality. Every game is unavoidably
a model of reality, a slice of the real world writ
small. How serious was this "reality kap" (Garry

game? What if the game were put into the' 'future?
For example, a crisis game might be set in the year

2000 with a stredgthened United Nations. The

Shirti' words)? Students generally do not 'know
enough about what was eimuiated to be able to
match up the game world with the real one their

class might revise the game, or even design a new
one, and play it with another class.

conclusions need to be put in the form of tentative
hypotheses that can be tested out in follow-up materials. Indeed, what happened in the game should

GETTING STARTED

rather serve as a springboard for inquiry about
reality. It- should be heuristic, stimulating ideas

Not many years ago the problem was that there
were so few games from which to choose. Now,the
problem ia choosing a game from among dozens, if
npt hundreds. Of course, the selection is narrowed

and theory for further examination: For example,
Starpower cab lead to the conclusion that human
nature is selfi$h arid exclueive; but a resporisible
teacher using the game would inquire into whether
such behavior has something to do with our values,
leading to real questions about culturally-derived
versus innate behavior.
Discussion of the reality gap should take up the
question of whether action choices in the game
were realistic. In a few hours no game can create
an environment that closely approximates that in
which real decision-makers must operate; an international conflict simulation cannot replicate the
numerous factirs that national leaders must, or at
least should consider. In some games students can

down by the fact that a teacher is looking for a

game to fit into a particular course at some appropriate point. If the course is American history, for
example, one might look into such subject areas-,-

in addition to historyas political.science, civics,
economics, urban problems, or race relations. Social studies courses in the junior high. or middle
school level might If nd themselves more to games

dealing with anthropology or geography. It is
probably more desirable to narrow the field of simulation games by broad subject area than to set out
looking for a particular game to teach a single concept or topic, since a good one might not exist. Or,
put differently, the teacher might look for a demonstrably effective game for a course and start with it

blithely go to war, for example, and ignore the con-

etraints and penalties felt in the real world. They
do not have to see cities destroyed and the dead
and dying; however, the debriefing and follow-up
activities should arouse their empathic.. Also, the
post -game -discussion may evoke the wrath of the
students who were -the object of the aggressive actions. Perhaps nothing is as effective as peer group

rather than choose jus; any game that happens to
fit a pet project.

Another criteria for selection ought to be that the
teacher has some confidence that the game might
be more successful in t,eaching the topic than what

disapproval of the behavior of some students.

has been used. For example, if in a course that

deals with race relations, poverty, and urbari prob-

lems the teacher suspects that students are not
gaining an adequate understanding of what it is
like to live in a ghetto, then the Ghetto game

Discussing value!. Games do raise impor-

tant value questions, and these should be dealt
with in the debriefing. The simulation itself may
seem to be imbued with a particular set of values.

might be well worth using.
9
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Appendix

Choosing a game. How to go ,about finding
-

"homemade" game-cm-1:e even more useful.

the right game? Theremay be no substitute for per-

However, circumstances may make self-macie
games more of an ideal than a feasible possibility
for most teachers. One highly successful game designer has said that "very few people are ever going to be in a position to design a game. . . . They
haven't got the time, the energy, or the resources.
or the audience to try them on, and there are. very
few teachers who are capable of teaching people

sonal contact with other teachers who have'been
using simulations, so that one can draw upon their
experiences: If such teachers do not exist in the

schciol system or if it is felt that more expert help is
needed, it is oftei possible to talk with experienced

simulators at local, state, and national Social
Studies Council meetings who are conducting

workshops, clinics, and sessions. Also, each issue

how to design a game."

of the Simulation/Gaming/News contains artides by and about pe4le using and developing

In any eventrthe.teacher who is unfamiliar with
simulation game," but iiterested cin game design
probably should start With "store - bought" games.
Experience-with thesewill suggest,the basic structure and wart of handling the dynamic aspects.
Since this article is for ate uninitiated, it will omit
what would haire.to be s lengthy introductory discussion of 'how to design it,gaine. indeed, such a
discussion might even have detrimental effects by
suggesting that there is a 'clearly established set of
characteristics and rules to follow. Some of the
most excitingsames,like great noitela poems, or

games. The editors and contributing editors of this
valuable periodical are among the best-known ex-

' ports in the- field and would Welcome personal
requests.

A number of books articles, ,and. bibliographies

can provide extensive information about games
-and how to go about selecting the right one. (See
bibliography below.) Fortunately, annotated ,lists
of simulation games are now available. The moat
extensivei almost indispensible now, is The Guide

pieces of music, do not follow the accepted pattern.

to Simattlaiaoh/Games for Education and

However, for the teacher who does want 'to try,
developi4 a genie, there ere sellers' places` to find
out more. Simulation Games by Livingston-and
Stoll, two highly'skilled desigrfers, has an excellent chapter, "Designing a Simulation Game." A

Training by David Zuckerman and Robert Horn

(see Key Sources in bibliography). While the price
of $17.00 may seem steep, this work gives information that is not easily acquired elsewhere.

short book by Raymond and McLean, Design
Your Own Game, is another useful sour
so,
see the chapter, "How Students Can Mae Their
Own Simulations," in The Guide to imula-

Another useful guide is Learning with Games,
edited by Cheryl Charles and Rod Stadsklev _(bee
Key Sources in bibliography).
At least two materials distributors (see bibliog-

raphy) have many games in stock that can be

tion/Gamis.

ordered at list prices and each publishes a free catalog with descriptions of the games available. Educational Manpower, Inc.,.has the more extensive
selection, while the Social Studies School Service
catalog also includes books on simulation.

TO SIMULATE OR

i10i TO SIMULATE

.'

Many teachers, not only in the United States but
around the world, have learn -i'; that their students
are not responding to the o .. ways of...leaching.
There is a malaise in the cla -4 I14 Perhaps it is
because the young have themselves experienced so

DOING YOUR OWN GAMES

much. Affluence has permitted many to travel

There is common agreement that the ultimate
learning and teaching experience occurs when
both teachers and students develop their own

games (the same might be said about the value of

more in a few years than their elders did in a lifetime. Through television they are daily absorbed
in exploring the moon, the sea, and, yes, the bed-

books). There are even teachers who would not
touch a "commercial" game with a ten-foot pole,
but such purists are either exceptional people or
engaging in "teachmanship." Surely even a gifted

room. The commercials for such products as PepsiCola know their generation when ,they exploit the
desire for movement, action, and human interrelationships.
The social studies, especially history, have been

teachers and students writing their own text-

poet would not teach. English literature using only

up against it because to the young they:peem remote from life and do not often involve students.
although every text. now has an "activities" section at the end of each chapter. Simulation games
are experiential learning, to the exterft possible
within the confines of the four walls and what is
allowed in a school. Rut they are not pure experien ; they require information, thought, and finally eflection. Good games , when used well, are not
si ly interludes for fat. While they can enliven a

his own poems, except, possibly, in a graduate

seminar.
As we have said,cletsigning a role-play exercise
with some of the earmarks of simulation is not difficult. A good game is much harder. To design a
first.rate simulation game is harder still. Not only
perspiration but inspiration, given to few, is
needed. Yet, if it is true that to play a bad game can

be made productive by providing an object on
which students can sharpen their critical wits, a

class, they can also teach.
10
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Things to Do, think About, and Watch out For
OM** lb* background

,

Seine background reading is useful. but choose items

that are not technical or theoretical, at least in the beSinninga simulation game yourself, either with friends
or at a social styli& conference or work,
and
Atop. There is no. substitute for getting the "feel" and

seeing,* game from the participant's perspective.
*--Accept that there are different kindrof learning and
*Mate *pleats. Games are not designed to teach names

and dates at content; rather they teach concepts, striatask thinking,. communication skills, decision-making,
coltellictimahrtiMkirargaining. need tb compromise, Mc-

different roar; that of facilitator

* Be prepared fin

Keep the introduction brief. Let the_students discover strategies.
Do not 'worry about whether participants have
learned every rule, lest interest wane, Some rules can hµ,
learned the course of play.

In timing rounds, especially in the beginning.

should you be flexible-and "play it by- ear"? When strict
timing is desirable, a kitchen timer can avoid pleas, for
"just one more minute."
Don't hover and coach. Let students make mistakes
and profit from them.

Be prepared to improvise, for something may go

wrong or the unexpected may happen

and law inquirernot .ift-ty Sabre,

Debriaftna and follow-up
Debrieling is essential; indeed, failure to aebrief ad.gustily may leave students with a distorted view of

ChisOntil paw SOO! gultkdkles

-what was Simulated.

*Expect same confunian, Woe ends, imPravisaiiaa,
.
at least in some garnet

What happened in the game? What were the goals?
Which
strategies were effective in accomplishing those
nurse?
Will
it
supPoit-----.
* How will the game fit into a
goabit
Which
had negative results? It is sometimes usesurroulding activities?
ful
to
have-stutients
keep "diaries" of what went on.
with
adequate
debrief
* When can the game be used
What
artiWts-kd
to what results? What cause and
bog and follow-rp, perhaps considering winter doldrums effect relationship ar3ne4mt
of the playing?

endvacationoriods?

Is it taint to be intetesting and not -too hard or too
easy?
4: Is it realistic, keeping in mind-that all games simplify reality?

,

Are the
and rewards from action 'choices
,in penalties
or does the teacher have to, play
the

role doss echance play?
Can all the' shits gat intothe act, or do some hive

little to do? Keep in mind that some games can use student helpers as "Control," messengers, calculators, eta.
Also, the clam might be divided, one group playing

while the other Aloes something else. Or, key roles can be
doubled up. obviating problems from absenteeism.
Qin the game be played effectively during class -.pe-

riods? If not, can students be gotten together after

if the rules or values
What would have ha
s or rewards had
had been changed? What fthe
been? How would thishave affected action taken?
4' HO* did the game compare with reality? What additional factors ,would have made the game more realistic? How could the game be redesigned, to be more

realistic? (The discussion of the real world may require
considerable follow-up Andy)
Did what happened in the game seem fair? Was this
the fault of the game or the real world?
.

What hypotheses about reality did the game

suggest? What needs to be done to confirm- these hypotheses'?
Did the game violate any of the students' values? If
1

,so, why did the students do what they did?

Should the game be followed up with other materials....madings, films, etc.? For example, if war erupted
in the game, would it lie desirable for the students to see
a film showing what war is really like?

school or on a Saturday?
Can the game begin so that a weekend does not.serioulily in terrupLeontinuity?

Are them till necessary physical arrangements? Is

the classroomm, large enough? If not, is there, a quiet gym
or cafeteria ratailable without conflicting with other activities? Are tables, an overhead projector, a chalkboard,
etc. needed?

Evaluation'
Students should not be grae'ded on how they played
the game, since often what is learned does not lend itself
to accurate evaluation. More important, if they know
that grades are at stake, their behavior will be inhibi
and the atmosphere will become simply another co en-

Playing Um allots
Play the game first with friends or colleagues. If possible, include student helpers in the trial run. Older students might be given majot responsibilities, even running the game.
Are you ready to start? Are the rules mastered? Are
game materials ready to be distributed? Can some materials be reproduced so that everybody has a copy, if the
game does not provide them? Are there plenty of forms,
if the are needed"
Have you arranged for assigning roles? Should
these be given out attandom, to avoid students wondering why they got what they did? Or, should thei be assigned to insure leadership where needed?

tional learning exercise.
Should the teacher want some written measurement
of the effectiveness of a game that has been played, the

students might be -asked to hand in anonymous comments in which they demonstrate understanding of a
con"ept, a change of attitude, or some other objective
that the teacher hoped the game would accomplish.
For a brief, but informed discussion, see Sanaa! A

bring

ston and Clarice Stain Stoll, Simulation Games: An Introduction for the Social Studies Teacher Nea linrk Macmillan 1973. pp 17-19..
11
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Appendix 14

TEACHER GUIDE
.

Respect and admiration for the individual capable of
creative thinking.

IMESULATIONSAND THE "NEW' SOCIAL STUDIES

2.

In America today social studies teaching is in ferment.
No longer satisfied with classroom teaching dominated

Skills

by .textbegke., teachers are examining course content and

teaching method in the light of concepts such as the
following: Inductive or inquiry learning; discovery of ,a
structure; involvement through interaction.
and value conflicts; learning rather than teaching. One
method incorporating all of these ideas is to apply game
theory . to classroom instruction by constructing
simulations. The following educational simulationis one
of several offered by INTERACT of Lakeside,

1.

2.

The techniques of field archeology
The development and release of creativity

Although many of the ideas and approacnes in DIG can

be adapted to any level from the fifth grade through
junior college, it was written as a unit for a secondary
history or anthropology class. While most easily used by
a
teacher with some background in cultural
utilized byanyone with social
anthropology, DIG
feel lacking in the area of
science training. If y
flowing books are highly
anthropology, _the
t
recommended.

In DIG yout classroom will become an archeological lab,

filled with the type of heited discussions and
questidning interpretations that characteriie the
discipline of ircheology. Unusual and exotic artifacts
will be excavated by your studerts using the scientific
techniques employed by professional archeologists. They
will record their observations and measurements on the

same forms used by many museums and universities.
After the artifacts !yaw-been restored,and analyzed, the
"ancient" civilization W-responsibte for the remains will

"return" and allow the archeolOgists to discover the
accuracy of their findings and interpretations. While
most museums have cards that explain what
archeologists think the artifacts mean, your museum
display will have additional cards that explain exactly
svhat the, anifactivinean. Besides. experiencing how it
feels to beran arcteologist, your students will acquire the
following concepts, attitudes, and skills:

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: ANTHROPOLOGY

Gallagher, James J., An :Annotated Bibliography, of
Anthropological **la's For Nigh School Ilse.
t1967.
, New York: Mac Ilan;
An

essenti

'ottide

tc the ever-incriasng

materials avails le fur use in secondary schools,
rating books-orridiffiiulty and interest
Kluckhorn, Clyde,' Mirror For Man. New York:
Whittlesey Hotise, 1949.
Still the Most readable introduction to the field

of anthropoloy.`
Pelto, Perth J., T e StUdy of Anthtropology. Columbus,
Ohio: Merrilgeooks. 1965.

Contain a hapter which suggests specific
teaching rrvithodi for elementary and secondary
.schools.

An Annotatea\Archa6logy Bibliography will be found
on page 12.

Concepts
1.

All pebple, past and present, have shaped their

OVERVIEW

beliefs and behavior in the face of universal human
problems-and needs.
2.

7

The various elements of any culture are interrelated

and cannot be understood without examining the
culture as a whole.
The
culture of any society is constantly being
3.
altered, and a change in one element will effect
changes i.1 other elements.

4. It is difficult to examine and interpret cultures
5.

6.

The first phase of DIG begitns when the class is divided

Art reflects the ideas and moods of a culture.
Individual effort and group success are closely
interrelated.

into two teams which have the challenge of creating
complete cultures independent of each other Students

excitedly place their culture in a setting and time of

Respect and admiration for creative and skillful

their own choosing and decide on its values and ethics
Students next create the culture universals (governm,itt.
religion, economics, etc.). Phase I ends with each Warn
having crested on paper a complete culture with all its

craftritanship.

varied components. All a team knows of the other

Attitudes

_

PHASE I - ONE WEEK

different from your own.

o

1.

In DIG competing teams create secret cultures. Artifacts
are made that reflect these cultures. Each team buries its
artifacts for-the-other team to excavate and reconstruct.
A final confrontation reveals the accuracy of each team's
reconstruction and analysis.

t

Appendix if
1

cohere is

smug look of sups iority and ,

I that greet

E It

ions.

ONE WEEK

II Consists of turning the ideas of Phase I into
41 that accurately reflect the elements of the
sib tiludents complete detailed artifact bluefiHnts
silicate the universal represented, materials needed,
threedirnensional views of the object. An

tption of why the artifact is a valid representation

e universal complete* the blueprint. Language
Is ,design a Rosette Stone to give the Other teem

only diet to deciphering the Wanes tongue.
sus eipwts we dtallanged to make plans for thi
tomb that if Ito contain the culture's religious
be desiensti to protect the
let, Fiendish NW

,

to final conclusions concerning the time, setting, and
themes of the vanished civilisatioos; Individuals present
their interpretations ofethe universal's !religion, language,
government, etc.) and attempt to get group approval of
their ideas. The excavating team makes AFTER museum
cards which contain their final analysis.

Then both, teams confront each other for the first time.
, A team presents its findings and conclusions to the team
which created and Aimed the culture. Depending upon
the accuracy of the analysis, this is usually accompanied
by much hooting and snickering. Wtien the excavating
team is finished, the team that cree4d the culture tells
all. The teams then change roles and repeat thiprocess.
After class, the teacher sets up the artifacts in a museum

di**, attaching the BEFORE and AFTER museum

tea from the other Merres Arm robbers-.

cards that tell the accuracy of the interpretations at a
glance. If desired, an Open House is held for students

the actual task of artifact contruction can begin,
uderlt must go through the excruciating process of
sting his- blueprint to the tiarn for approval. After
Os are comeMted, BEFORE museum -cards are

and parents, Students give awards, for the artifacts each
team feels show the most creativity and handicraft skill.

-which telf-the exact- function of the obiecw

tellectual challenges of archeoltigy because they have
experienced the creative thinking and questioning that
make archeology so unique. (Perhaps most important of
all, they hails been-placed in a situation where creativity

t_the-finaiionfroniation these will be compered
thui other team's_ interpretations of the
waled artifacts.

, the students 'know the hard work and

BY

has been Possible.)

hg Phase II the students also receive instructions in
edutiques of an archeological excavation. Besides
ng the various tasks required and the tools needed

dig, they learn the importance of accurate
that is the hallmark of scientific

pothering

sting. At the end of Phase II, artifacts are finished,

for "lofting'. the site we ready, individual and
responsibilities on the dig are clear, tools have been

ned, and everyone is ready for Phase Hi, the BIG

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN DiG
Abbreviation
AFRS
AMC
ASR
ARCS
ARS
ASR
ASSR

SE III -ONE WEEK
finds the class in the -field for a Week. (The

BMC
CAPS
CC

,

.

'DesCription
Archeological Feature Record Sheet-

After Museum Card - No. 7
Archeological Photo Record Sheet

Artifact Blueprint Shect - No. 4,
Artifact Record Sheet
Archeological Stratigraphy Record Sheet
Archeological Sitz Survey Record Sheet
Before Museum Card - No. 5

Creativityrtifact Points
Crew Chief_

ides that have been devised to protect the valuable

Culture Universal Analysis Sheet - No.
CUAS
Culture Universal Sheet
CUS
Datum Stake
OS
Grand
Arbiter
of
Behavior
(teacher)
GAB
MARF. .Museum Artifact Reconstruction Form No. 6
Specific Instructions
SI
Team
Guide to Big Dig
TGBD
Topographic
map of site
Topo Map

lets. Finishing the excavation, students return to
rooms where they piece together and restore the

Nos. in right column indicate ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

fa is any place on or adjacent to the school grounds
can stand to have several 6' square pits excavated.)
acts are broken and placed in the ground according
arts developed in Phase H. The teams excavate each
is mysterious -cultures; culminating with the
wring of the "secret'', tombs. As the teams cheer or

the religious experts attempt to overcome the

leered artifacts.

- ONE WEEK
hese IV, the exciting conclusion of DIG, the teems
estruet and analyse the straw cultures they have
rant Thrsiu#1 group interaction; thv teems come

s.

k

WU a
Appetit! iX

UNIT TIME trIT
,

w
Nal Hour 3

Tu

M

as desired.),

(Igeended as example;

F

Phasel - Hour 4
Team 1 12 in library,
Decide on universals
(Assignment Sheet 3)

,
Phase 1 - Hour 2
Phan I - Hum 1
Both teems: fnuoduc- Teem 1 (2 in library) Team 2 (l in library)
lion Culture Unit/INV% Determine Crew Chief Same as Phase I
Hour 2
Decide on time.
TimIL,Setting. and
'''- sitting. end ttksmet
Thorne concepts

lAseignonent Sheet 1)

E

a

Assign universals
(Assignmsrit Sheet 2)

Phu* II - Hour I

Pitmen tolour 2

Both Neils: Collect
fins( write ups of

Teem 2 ( 1 in library)
Check

.

.
---4

Phase

Turn 1 (2 on library)
Explain Dig forms, -

Team 2 (1on library)

Same as Phase If -

Hour 2

tasks, and tools

,.

.

(Assignment Sheet 5)

\

.

2 (i4sIptment Sheet 4)

_

Phase 11 - Hour 4

r3
team 1 (2 in library)
:

a. Hour 5

Phase 11 - H

K Explanotiort of A;ti Agora Muaturn Cards
fact Blueprints

metas Phase I

Hour 4.
,(Assignment Sheet 3)

1

Aims

Stein artifacts

.universals

Phase I - Hour 5
2 11 4n library)

,

.

ilium III Howl
Teem 1(2 in library)
Meet in field
E Artifacts broken and
K 'placed in 'mune.,
Tomb finished
3

Unit aiPhase III
Hour 1

Phase III Hour 3
'Both -teams infield
The Big Dig

-

,

Phase III Hour 4 ' Phase III - Hour 5
Both teams in field
Both teams in field
Exciiation of tombs .
Big Dig continued
Artifacts assigned for .
reconstruction
, lExplanation of MARF
(Assignment Shut el_

-,

Phan IV - Hoer 1

Phut IV - Now 2

Phase IV - Hour 3

low I a Ut library)

Teem 2 (1 in library)

'Both teams: After

Same as Phase IV -

Museum Cards

Reconstruct culture:
E

Phase III - Now 2
Team 2 (1 in library)

Confrontation:

1) time. setting, themes/H*1

K Is) individual interpret*
tion of aligned artifacts

a) Team 1 presents in-

4 el universals

IA Team ? presents

Phase IV - Hour 4
..Bothrgarns: Same as
Phase IV --Hour 3
with roles reversed

terpretation of Team 2

- .,

what is reality

(Assignment Sheets T-8,

Phase IV HourI-1
Both teams- Open
House and/or Museum
Display
Before and After
Museum Cards
Special Awards
Cross-examination

I

1

.

Find Evaluation

\

w Both teams:
a Unit grade figured
E Evaluation of BIG

.

K
.

Read SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS 14 ($1 14) before proceeding.
TIME SEQUENCE

Tuater Activity

Student Activity
Phase 1

Hour 1
.

Read Student Guide.

Pau out Student Guide and discuss purpolx of DIG.

Reed CULTURE UNIVERSAL SHEET. Discuss,
and ask pertinent questions.

etc.) have been found by anthropologists to be factors in the

Pass out Mk. Explain that these elements (religion, art, language,

cultures of all human societies. Do this inductively of tithe
permits. Ask what types of behavior or ideas are universal? to
mankind. Try to separate learned behavior from instincts and
ng the concept of human nature can be
basic drives. P
rewarding at this poin

Appendix N.

Criteria for Exerientia4 Activities

(Stimulated by:

dxperience and Education, John Dewey, 1938)

. An activity should:
1.

Have a clear educational purpose

2:

Be within the range of capacity of the learner

3.

Arce..Je within the learner an active quest for information or new ideas.

4.

Build on the life experiences of the learner--

5.

Demand progression of intellectual development.
Include a method for keeping track of information for later intellectual
use.

7.

Be followed by extensive work:
clarification of ideas
expansion of ideas
organization of ideas,

analysis of observations
verification of ideas

xtract meaning
8.

Lead lo:

ly to next activity

"Learning isithe continue s restructuring of experience" (p. 111)
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Three Experiential Activities

Directions:_ Read the 3 activities and then list for each actiVity.the
"Criteria for Experiential Activities"that they DO/DON'T
address. Which do you think is the better activity?
Why?
1.

A 9th grade math. teacher challenged her students (12G or so) to plan and`'
serve themselves a monthly lunch. She divided her classes,into sightteams
and put a different one ir charge each month. On the first day of the
month she collected 45c from each student (the amount-the sutdents calculated
to be the-average spent on lunch by the group).
The money was given to one
Of the teams, which.began its planning by opening a checking account at a
local bank. For the remainder of the month the team researched food prices
at local supermarkets, calculated calories per individual', figured how much
peanut butter was needed to make 75 sandwiches, and did other necessary tasks.
On the last Friday of the month, tne lunch was served. This project required
'students to taks responsibility for a real problMM.
If they had been good
problem solvers, everybody got an orange and six m & M's. If they had been
sloppy with their math, they had to deal with too few sandwiches to go
around, or perhaps too much food and not enough money in the checking c'count
to pay the bill.
Ron Gager,

2.

Teacher Centers and Secondary School TeSchers, Washington, D.C.;
NEA, 1980, p.17.

A 7th grade geographyteacher challenges her Students to infer about people
:rom their wasterbasket trash (artifacts).
Spread some newspaper on a flat
place and dump a kitchen wastebasket out. The kitchen wastebasket is usually
the one with most interesting and diverse artifacts. You can find everything
from bills to'banana peels, newspapers to tomato soup cans. Pretend you know
nothing about the people who' use your kitchen except what you can learn from
the evidence you find in their wastebasket. Try to answer some of these
questions as you sort through your pile. Remember, you can answer a question
3nly if you have the evidence to support your answer.
Look through food scraps, and read labels on cana, bottles, and other f^ickaging. What kind of diet do these people have? Are the foods homegrown or
imported? If they are imported, from where? Is there any evidence about
the kind of fuel used to heat or-do other jobs in the house? Are -mare
any oil bills or electric bills? Are there any newspapers or pamphlets
that show the type of community these poepie live in? What kinds of games
do these people play?
Is there a sports page or broken plastic ball? Can
you figure out any rules of the game you have found from the arti'act you
are examining?
Bruce Porell,

Digging the Past: Archaeolom11LLALIDDILL Reading,
MA:

Addison-Wesley, 1979, 4-5.
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Eliut Pratt

Guide.
Hart, Dan. Beyond Your Claciroom: An Outdoor Activity
Paper
Mill Road, New
Education
Center,
.Aspectuck River Valley,aidoor

IMilford,"CT 06776.07.50. p.43

Z.

TyeActaNc; AREA

School Yard

APPROXIMATE GRADE _LEVELS

4-78

glaBIC:z411m

Science

LENGTH OF TIME

Flexible

DESCRIPTIQN

Careful observation of a large,
puddle in the schoolyard can
coordinate such topics as Water;
weather; topography.

PURPOSE

To have practical experience with

MATERIALS

Long string; ruler;' thermometer.

the water cycle; to note'. the
presence and causes of chanst tirt
the' natural world.

After a rain, loCle a large puddle in the school ward. Why did
the water collect in this particular place? Perhaps it is loWer
than the rest of the area or in
an area whore little seepage is

F ROCEDURE

.

possible.

Place the string around the cntir
circumference df tne 'puddle.
Measure this lenech of strin
with the ;tiler.

Record the cer-p-

erature and, if possible, the
relative humidity of the air.
Repeat the above procedu.r.? in'

several hours (the following dayi
the following week) and compare.
the circumferences of the.pe0146.
Did it stay the same or qamit.AN
size.

If it _shrunk, whore, did

the meter go? Is there. a cerrela
tion between the size of ti.e piddle and the relative humidity of
the day?' Why?

Trace the water eyrie from 'this
puddle as the water evaporate,
into the air, falls upon a mountain, flows down into a :.cream A)
a larger river andlinal11,, trav
els into the ocean. The Ocean IS
a large storages tank for titer
but it eventually evaporates and

lollcw-up Activities

rise) into .the sky again.
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Appendix P

Oral Quiz on Archaeology (20 sin.)

Directions:
I.

List facts generated from class sessions and convert to questionp..

2. *Do orally one question at a time.'
.3.

.

Check answes'orally aftee each question.

4.

Talley score.

5.

Turn name and score in on index card,
(Review scores while written test being give and-make some summary

statements written teat given.)

V
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Appendix 4

Name

1 nour

Final Exam:

Also Educational Institute
Experiential Education as a Teaching Strategy

I.

As part of yoUr science curriculum you have decided to,create an
"experientially based" unit which uses the school playground.
Design the unit fOcusing on at least 2 experiential activities,
their purposes, groupings, planning necessary ways of recording,
time needed and other structural details.

Use any notes or

resource material available that you wish.

II.

Can you do these activities with your class this semester?
Yes

NO1

Maybe

Explain
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/

ssroom Applications Project Guide

The following "Pro, ectS should be mailed by October 30th to:
pr., B. R. Massey
17 Driftwood Lane
04074,
Scarborough, ME

I.

II.

Develop and implement with, students 2 experiential activities. They
maybe- n classroom, in school, or
outdoors. Theymaybe 'short ,(10 min.)
U
ff 1 ng (3 day) activitiesc-,

Al er implementing the activities write a brief (3-5 pg.), report using
following as guide for each of the:
(Grade level and subject area)

A.

What was the activity?

B.

Bow long was the activity?

C.

What was the student preparation for the activities?

D.

What was the follow-up to the activity?

E.

What were the students suppose to learn?

F.

What, did they learn?,

G. .What did you learn?'
R.

Include a self-addressed envelope for return.

,.
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